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LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DEVICE, METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE

SAME AND DEVICE FOR DROPPING LIQUID CRYSTAL

[Abstract]

20 PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To enable the quantity of a liquid crystal

dropped in a dropping injection method to be precisely measured and .

controlled, at the same time to restrain the viscosity of the liquid crystal

so as to be low by using a liquid crystal material most suited for the

dropping injection method, to accelerate the response speed, especially
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halftone response speed and to simply manufacture a liquid crystal

display device in an excellent yield.

SOLUTION: A frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material 21 to

the peripheral part of a picture display region provided on one (a

5 substrate 22) out of a pair of substrates. The liquid crystal is dropped

inside the frame pattern and the substrates are attached to each other.

Aiming at the liquid crystal display device by hardening the sealing

material 21, the sealing material 21 is applied so as to position a starting

point 31a and an end point 31b of the sealing material application outside

10 the frame pattern.
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[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display device, in

which a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material to the

peripheral part of a picture display region provided on one out of a pair of

5 substrates, the liquid crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern and the

substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing material is

hardened, wherein the sealing material is applied so as to position a

starting point and an end point of the sealing material application outside

the frame pattern.

10 [Claim 2] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device, in which a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material

to the peripheral part of a picture display region provided on one out of a
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pair of substrates, the liquid crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern

and the substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing material is

hardened, wherein in order to conduct the pair of substrates, ultraviolet

rays formed of parallel rays for hardening resin are irradiated in spots

5 onto a transfer seal, formed by incorporating conductive particles into

resin, from a vertical direction or sloping direction of the substrate.

[Claim 3] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device, in which a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material

to the peripheral part of a picture display region provided on one out of a

10 pair of substrates, the liquid crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern

and the substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing material is

hardened, wherein in order to conduct the pair of substrates, a transfer
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seal, formed by incorporating conductive particles into resin, is applied,

the transfer seal is hardened by ultraviolet irradiation for attaching the

substrates by hardening the resin, and the substrates are thermally

treated, being supported in a parallel direction by a support case, after the

5 irradiation of ultraviolet rays.

[Claim 4] A liquid crystal display device, in which a frame pattern

is formed by applying a sealing material to the peripheral part of a picture

display region provided on one out of a pair of substrates, the liquid

crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern and the substrates are

10 attached to each other, and the sealing material is hardened, wherein the

pair of substrates are conducted by a transfer seal formed by

incorporating particles coated with a transparent conductive film on the
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surface.

[Claim 5] A liquid crystal display device, in which a frame pattern

is formed by applying a sealing material to the peripheral part of a picture

display region provided on one out of a pair of substrates, the liquid

5 crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern and the substrates are

attached to each other, and the sealing material is hardened, wherein in

order to conduct the pair of substrates, a film for reflecting ultraviolet rays

irradiated for hardening the resin is formed as an electrode on a lower

part of a transfer seal.

10 [Claim 6] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device, in which a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material

to the peripheral part of a picture display region provided on one out of a
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pair of substrates, the liquid crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern

and the substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing material is

hardened, wherein a liquid crystal orientation film is formed on the region

where the ends thereof become an outer side of an inner circumferential

5 side of the sealing material and an inner side of an outer circumferential

side of the sealing material, light having a wavelength of about 300 to

500nm is irradiated, and the sealing material is hardened.

[Claim 7] A device for dropping liquid crystal comprising: a

dispenser means for discharging a predetermine amount of liquid crystal;

10 and a measuring means for measuring the amount of liquid crystal

discharged by the dispenser means, the measuring means having an

optical sensor, integrating a change in signals of the corresponding
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optical sensor generated when liquid discharged from the dispenser

means passes through the optical sensor, and measuring the amount of

liquid crystal discharged.

[Claim 8] A device for dropping liquid crystal, comprising: a

5 dispenser means for recognizing a drop shape of liquid crystal

discharged by the dispenser means and estimating the discharge amount

of liquid crystal of the sealing material based on the corresponding shape.

[Claim 9] A device for dropping liquid crystal, comprising: a discharge

means having a plurality of thin tubes and for discharging a

10 predetermined amount of liquid crystal from the respective thin tubes;

and a measuring means having respective backing plates corresponding

to the respective thin tubes and for measuring the weight of drops of
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liquid crystals received on the respective backing plates, wherein the

drops of liquid crystal, the weight of which is measured by the measuring

means and the discharge amount thereof is specified, are supplied from

the respective backing plates.

5 [Claim 10] A device for dropping liquid crystal in a vertical

orientation, which has a pair of substrates, at least one of which being

transparent, a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material to

the peripheral part of a picture display region, liquid crystal whose

dielectric isotropy is negative is dropped inside the frame pattern and the

10 substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing material is

hardened, wherein the liquid crystal material comprises a liquid crystal

compound expressed by the following general formula and the number m
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of carbon atoms of the end alkyl group thereof is greater than two.

[Chemical Formula 1]

CmH2m+1

[Claim 11] A device for dropping liquid crystal in a vertical

S orientation, which has a pair of substrates, at least one of which being

transparent, a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material to

the peripheral part of a picture display region, liquid crystal, whose

dielectric isotropy is negative, is dropped inside the frame pattern and the

substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing material is

10 hardened, wherein the liquid crystal material comprises a neutral liquid
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crystal compound having no polarity, and the liquid crystal comprising

this neutral liquid crystal compound has a high volatility with which the

weight ratio decreases by 1% or more in a vacuum state when dropped,

and has a rotational viscosity lower by 15% or more as compared to the

nonvolatile neutral liquid crystal compound.
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[Title of the Invention] LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DEVICE, METHOD OF

MANUFACTURING THE SAME AND DEVICE FOR DROPPING LIQUID

CRYSTAL

5 [Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] The present invention relates to a liquid crystal

display device which is formed by dropping liquid crystal inside a frame

pattern having ultraviolet curing resin or ultraviolet plus thermosetting

10 resin formed on substrates, attaching the upper and lower substrates, and

hardening the resin, a method of manufacturing the same, and a device

for dropping liquid crystal for implementing the aforementioned drop

injection method.
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[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, in the manufacture of a

liquid crystal display panel, a method of injecting from an injection port

formed a sealed cell into a corresponding panel has been utilized in a

5 liquid crystal injection process. In recent years, there is an increasing

demand for a large-sized screen of a liquid crystal display panel, and it is

becoming difficult to attain sufficient display characteristics by this

method.

[0003] Therefore, attention is focused on a dropping injection method

10 in which an frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material made

of ultraviolet curing resin or (ultraviolet plus thermo) setting resin on the

peripheral part of a picture display region of a cell substrate and each
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substrate is attached by dropping liquid crystal in the frame pattern. This

dropping injection method can greatly reduce the time of a panelization

process including a liquid crystal injection process step and simplify the

same, and enables it to manufacture a liquid crystal display panel with a

high reliability at a low cost. At the same time, a liquid crystal display

panel manufactured by using the corresponding dropping injection

method has a very high contrast ratio at the front, has excellent visual

characteristics, and has superiority in that it has a good halftone

response. Thus, the liquid crystal display panel is preferably adapted to a

big screen liquid crystal monitor of high performance.

[0004]
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[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] The liquid crystal injection

according to the above dropping injection method is very excellent from a

viewpoint of a manufacturing process and from a viewpoint of the display

characteristics of a product, while there are several problems to be solved

5 to be described hereinafter.

[0005] - Problem about sealing material - (1): Referring to FIG.23, in the

dropping injection method, since no injection port is required for a cell

(substrate 101), a main seal 102 becomes a closed frame pattern. But, if a

frame pattern is formed by using a dispenser, the starting point and end

10 point of sealing material application are overlapped, and a seal width at

the part 103 becomes larger. A shielding film 105 is formed n the

peripheral part of a display region. If the weal width becomes larger, parts
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of the sealing material are shaded to thus cause a defective setting

(FIG.23(a)). Thus, in the prior art, there has been proposed a method in

which the main seal 102 is kept enough from the shielding film so that the

sealing material may not be shaded or a method in which corner portions

with a large margin are used as the starting point and end point of sealing

material application (Japanese Laid-Open Patent HEI 8-240807).

(FIG.23(b)).

[0006] However, if the main seal 102 is kept enough from the shielding

film so that the sealing material may not be shaded, the ratio of outer

dimensions relative to the image display region 104 becomes greater.

Further, if the corners portions are used as the starting point and end

point of sealing material application, it becomes more difficult for the
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sealing material to be stopped by the shielding film than a straight

portion. But, this is because the distance between the shielding film and

the sealing material is about 1.4 times greater than the straight portion,

and if a swelling portion of an overlapping portion 103 becomes larger

5 than the distance, it is stopped by the shielding film, thereby causing a

likewise defective setting.

[0007] (2): Referring to FIG.24, conductive particles 108 are

incorporated into a transfer seal 106 during sealing material application to

attain a conduction between upper and lower substrates, and the transfer

10 seal 106 is formed at a position where it is inserted into upper and lower

transparent electrodes 107. Conventionally, resin particles having nickel

or gold with low resistance coated on the surface are used as the
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conductive particles 108.

[0008] When resin particles having nickel or gold with low resistance

coated on the surface are incorporated into the transfer seal 106,

ultraviolet rays are absorbed or reflected, thereby making it difficult for

the ultraviolet rays to reach inside the seal. Further, since the transfer seal

102 is inserted into the transparent electrodes 107, the ultraviolet rays are

attenuated by the transparent electrodes 107. In a case where the amount

of light for hardening the sealing material and the amount of light for

deteriorating liquid crystal are close, if ultraviolet rays are collectively

irradiated to the main seal 102 and the transfer seal 106 in consideration

of attenuating by the transparent electrodes 107, liquid crystal adjacent to

the main seal 102 with no transparent electrode 107 is deteriorated,
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thereby degrading the retention.

[0009] (3): Referring to FIG.25, in order to improve curing rate in a case

where the sealing material is an ultraviolet curing resin and in order to

perform thermosetting in a case where the sealing material is a (ultraviolet

5 plus thermo) setting resin, the isotropic treatment and thermal treatment

of liquid crystal are simultaneously performed after the irradiation of

ultraviolet rays. In dropping injection, the process until ultraviolet

irradiation is done on a sheet basis, and a thermal treatment process

requiring time is done in a batch fashion. Thus, a substrate is held in a

10 carried cassette 108, and it is put in a thermosetting furnace and

undergoes thermal treatment.

[0010] The carrier cassette 108 is constructed in a structure of
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supporting a substrate 101 from the end of the substrate so that the

carrier arm may put in and take out the substrate 101. Therefore, the

carrier cassette 108 cannot support the substrate 101 in parallel, but the

substrate 101 is bent. Though there is no problem if the sealing material is

completely hardened only by ultraviolet irradiation, in most cases, it is

completely hardened by thermal treatment. Thus, the substrate

supporting force is still weak at an initial stage of thermal treatment, and a

deviation in position is generated by the effect of bending.

[0011] (4): Referring to FIGs.26 to 28, in a case where hardening resin is

hardened by ultraviolet curing resin or (ultraviolet plus thermal) setting

resin, ultraviolet rays are generally irradiated from a UV lamp 113 by

making the regions excepting the corresponding resin with a shading
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mask 112 (FIG.26(a)). At this time, in order for liquid crystal not to be

exposed to ultraviolet rays through the substrate, position alignment is

performed so that the surfaces of the corresponding resin and the mask

end may be almost the same (FIG.26(b)). However, the application width of

5 the corresponding resin has a margin of error of ±0.2mm unless it is

strictly managed. Thus, in order that the resin and the shading mask are

not overlapped, the resin end and the mask end should have a margin of

dimension of this range. When ultraviolet rays are irradiated to this

margin region, liquid crystal causes photolysis, thereby degrading the

10 voltage retention.

[0012] To cope with this problem, Japanese Laid-Open Patent HEI 2-

308221 proposes a method of irradiating ultraviolet rays by forming a
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ultraviolet shielding layer on the surface of a substrate excluding a seal

portion, Japanese Laid-Open Patent HEI 8-101395 proposes a method of

irradiating ultraviolet rays through a mask having a predetermined pattern

and a filter for screening ultraviolet rays of shorter than a specific

wavelength (FIG.27), and Japanese Laid-Open Patent HEI 10-221700

proposes a method of irradiating ultraviolet rays by forming a bandpass

filter for screening ultraviolet rays on the outer side of a display region.

[0013] Liquid crystal photolysis mostly occurs in a short wavelength of

less than 320nm, thus the liquid crystal photolysis is restricted to the

minimum if the corresponding resin is hardened by irradiating

wavelengths longer than the above wavelength. But, wavelengths of

300nm to 320nm are also required for the hardening of ultraviolet curing
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resin, and if the resin is hardened with a wavelength longer than the

above wavelengths, the reaction rate is lowered. If the reaction rate is

lowered, unhardened components of the resin are melted in the liquid

crystal during heat treatment, thereby contaminating the liquid crystal.

[0014] Further, it is also possible to select ultraviolet curing resin for

performing the equivalent polymerization only with a wavelength in which

liquid crystal photolysis does not occur, that is, a long wavelength of

longer than 320nm. However, the options of resin material are quite

narrow, and the reliability is lower than prior art resin when considering

the staining property, application stability and hardening physical

property of resin material relative to liquid crystal.

[0015] An ultraviolet shielding layer disclosed in Japanese Laid Open
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Patent Publication HEI 2-308221 is a filter for shielding almost all

ultraviolet rays in order to prevent liquid crystal photolysis, and

suppresses the transmittance of a wavelength from 300nm to 320nm to a

considerably low level (several % ~ 10%). Therefore, when the seal portion

5 and the ultraviolet shielding layer are overlapped, the reaction rate of

resin is lowered at that portion, and unhardened components of resin are

melted in the liquid crystal during thermal treatment, thereby

contaminating the liquid crystal.

[0016] A filter disclosed in Japanese Laid Open Patent Publication HEI

10 8-101395 is a filter for blocking ultraviolet rays of shorter than a specific

wavelength harmful to liquid crystal in order to prevent liquid crystal

photolysis, and suppresses the transmittance of a wavelength from
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300nm to 320nm to a considerably low level (FIG.28). Therefore, when

resin is hardened through the filter, the reaction rate of resin is lowered at

that portion, and unhardened components of resin are melted in the liquid

crystal during thermal treatment, thereby contaminating the liquid crystal.

5 [0017] A bandpass filter disclosed in Japanese Laid Open Patent

Publication HEI 10-221700 is a filter for blocking short wavelengths

harmful to liquid crystal and long wavelengths which is a heat source in

order to prevent liquid crystal photolysis, and suppresses the

transmittance of a wavelength from 300nm to 320nm to a considerably low

10 level(10 ~ 20%). Therefore, when the seal portion and the ultraviolet

shielding layer are overlapped, the reaction rate of resin is lowered at that

portion, and unhardened components of resin are melted in the liquid
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crystal during thermal treatment, thereby contaminating the liquid crystal.

[0018] - problem about control of liquid crystal dropping amount - In

the dropping injection method, when dropping using a dispenser means,

the accuracy of the thickness of a cell of a substrate is determined

5 according to the amount of liquid crystal dropped. Thus, the dropping

amount should be measured accurately. However, in the prior art method,

no matter how accurate the accuracy of control increases, this cannot

avoid liquid from remaining in a needle of the dispenser means, and it is

not clear if the actual dropping amount is consistent with a predetermined

10 dropping amount, and it is often the case that both of them are different.

In this case, though there is a method of measuring a liquid dropping

amount by measuring the weight of liquid crystal dropped on each
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individual substrate, this method is very difficult to use in the present day,

when a large-sized screen of a liquid crystal display panel is demanded.

[0019] - problem about liquid crystal material - At present, a liquid

crystal dropping device has to be improved in display characteristics, and

5 has to be manufactured at a low cost. Thus, as described above, a

dropping injection method is efficient for a low cost manufacture, by

which a panelization process can be greatly simplified. However, in the

dropping injection method, a method of injecting liquid crystal material

and a method of attaching a pair of substrates are totally different from

10 the prior art method. Thus, liquid crystal material must have a strong

resistance, and be suitable for the dropping injection method.

[0020] Since ultraviolet rays (UV) are used for actual hardening in the
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dropping injection method, liquid crystal material having a strong

resistance to UV is required. Further, liquid crystal material may be in

contact with the seal not hardened enough, the liquid crystal material

must be strongly resistant to contamination.

[0021] By the way, liquid crystal material whose dielectric isotropy is

negative is used for a liquid crystal dropping device in a vertical

orientation. Generally, liquid crystal material whose dielectric isotropy is

negative may be restricted by the type of a liquid crystal compound

comprising the liquid crystal material. Widely used liquid crystal

compounds at present are classified into three types. By selecting any

better liquid crystal material among those liquid crystal compounds, the

yield is increased, display non-uniformity and residual images are
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suppressed, and the life span of the product is lengthened.

[0022] As one of the causes of display non-uniformity and defective

products, electric properties in a liquid crystal display panel are strongly

involved- There is a need to increase the voltage retention of a liquid

crystal cell, lower the ion density, and lower a residual DC voltage. As

liquid crystal material, one having a high purity and a high specific

resistance of bulk liquid crystal has to be used.

[0023] As a result of investigation of negative liquid crystal, it can be

seen that negative liquid crystal includes ones capable of maintaining a

high bulk specific resistance and ones to be deteriorated, and they

depend upon negative liquid crystal compounds. Further, because liquid

crystal whose dielectric isotropy is negative is insufficient in kind, it must
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be avoided to use only one of the above three types. To satisfy the

electro-optic property of a liquid crystal dropping device, liquid crystal

physical properties have to be offered, and the above three types have to

be used together.

[0024] Besides, even if the resistance of liquid crystal is increased, the

viscosity of the liquid crystal is increased, thereby lowering the response

speed of a liquid crystal dropping device. According to the theory about

response of liquid crystal, the response speed is considered to be

proportional to the viscosity of liquid crystal, thus it is preferable to use

liquid crystal material of a lower viscosity.

[0025] As explained above, the dropping injection method is a

technique which contributes to the efficient manufacture of a liquid
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crystal display panel and the realization of excellent display

characteristics, but there are a lot of problems to be overcome, and it is

expected that they are to be overcome later.

[0026] The present invention is directed to solve the above problems,

and provides a liquid crystal display device, a method of manufacturing

the same and a device for dropping liquid crystal which attain the

following objects.

[0027] (1) It is an object of the present invention to restrain display non

uniformity caused from a decrease of retention, which may easily occur

due to a sealing material, manufacture a liquid crystal dropping device

conveniently at a high yield by using a dropping injection method, and

realizes a liquid crystal dropping device having a high reliability.
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[0028] (2) It is another object of the present invention to realize a device

for dropping liquid crystal which performs a liquid crystal dropping

injection having a good yield and a high reliability by enabling the

quantity of a liquid crystal dropped in a dropping injection method to be

5 precisely measured and controlled and making the cell thickness uniform

by properly controlling the quantity of a liquid crystal for each dropping

region.

[0029] (3) It is another object of the present invention to realize a liquid

crystal display device which restrains the viscosity of the liquid crystal so

10 as to be low by using a liquid crystal material most suited for the dropping

injection method, accelerates the response speed, especially halftone

response speed and improves display properties further more.
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[0030]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The present inventors have devised

several embodiments as follows as a result of assiduous investigation.

[0031] There is provided a liquid crystal display device and a method of

5 manufacturing the same according to the present invention aiming at

providing a liquid crystal display device , in which a frame pattern is

formed by applying a sealing material to the peripheral part of a picture

display region provided on one out of a pair of substrates, the liquid

crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern and the substrates are

10 attached to each other, and the sealing material is hardened, wherein the

sealing material is applied so as to position a starting point and an end

point of the sealing material application outside the frame pattern. By this,
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the starting point and the end point on the frame pattern do not overlap,

thus it can avoid the width of the sealing material from increasing and

overlapping with a shielding film on the frame pattern.

[0032] In this case, it is preferable that the sealing material is coated so

as to position at least one of the starting point and the end point on an

unmounted side of the substrate. When the corresponding point is formed

so as to be positioned outside the frame pattern, a link pattern for linking

to the frame pattern is required. Cut positions of the substrate on a

mounted side are different at upper and lower sides. Thus, if the

corresponding point is positioned on the mounted side, respective

substrates of a cut portion are attached by the link pattern, thereby

making it difficult to cut them. In case of the unmounted side, the cut
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position of the substrates are the same at upper and lower sides, thus

respective substrates of a cut portion are not attached by the link pattern,

and the substrate can be easily cut.

[0033] Further, it is preferable that at least one of the starting point and

the end point is linked with the frame pattern so as to intersect the

unmounted side. Although the corresponding point and the frame pattern

may be linked in such a fashion not to intersect the unmounted side by

forming the link pattern on a slant, it is difficult and not realistic to apply a

seal in a sloping direction from the viewpoint of the control of a dispenser

means. If the corresponding point and the frame pattern are linked in such

a fashion to intersect the unmounted side, the link pattern can be formed

on a straight line, thereby making the seal application easier.
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[0034] Further, it is preferable that a seal pattern is continuously

formed by using the sealing material by making the starting point and the

end point consistent with each other on the substrates. If the seal pattern

is continuously formed by the technique of single line drawing, the

5 starting point and the end point can be eliminated from the frame pattern,

and the seal can be easily applied even on a multifaced substrate.

[0035] There is provided a liquid crystal display device and a method of

manufacturing the same according to the present invention aiming at

providing a liquid crystal display device, in which a frame pattern is

10 formed by applying a sealing material to the peripheral part of a picture

display region provided on one out of a pair of substrates, the liquid

crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern and the substrates are
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attached to each other, and the sealing material is hardened, wherein the

pair of substrates are conducted by a transfer seal formed by

incorporating particles coated with a transparent conductive film on the

surface.

[0036] Among transparent conductive films, for example, an ITO film

has a higher resistance than nickel or gold that has been used as a prior

art conductive film, but is being widely used for a liquid crystal display

panel as a transparent electrode and does not have a problem in

conduction. Though ultraviolet rays are partially absorbed by the ITO film

and attenuated, this film has the highest transmittance among metal

layers. By incorporating this film in the transfer seal, it becomes easier for

ultraviolet rays to reach into the seal, and accordingly it becomes easier
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to harden the transfer seal.

[0037] There is provided a liquid crystal display device and a method of

manufacturing the same according to the present invention aiming at

providing a liquid crystal display device, in which a frame pattern is

5 formed by applying a sealing material to the peripheral part of a picture

display region provided on one out of a pair of substrates, the liquid

crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern and the substrates are

attached to each other, and the sealing material is hardened, wherein a

film for reflecting ultraviolet rays irradiated for hardening the resin is

10 formed as an electrode on a lower part of a transfer seal for conducting

the pair of substrates.

[0038] By this, some parts of the ultraviolet rays irradiated to the
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transfer seal are reusable, thereby suppressing the amount of light for

hardening the transfer seal to a low level compared to the prior art.

[0039] In this case, it is preferable that an aluminum film or silver film is

used as the film for reflecting ultraviolet rays and formed on the substrate

at a thin film transistor side. Since the aluminum film or silver film is a

metal film which reflects ultraviolet rays and widely used for a TFT

process, it is possible to form a reflective film without increasing a

number of processes.

[0040] There is provided a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device according to the present invention aiming at providing a

liquid crystal display device, in which a frame pattern is formed by

applying a sealing material to the peripheral part of a picture display
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region provided on one out of a pair of substrates, the liquid crystal is

dropped inside the frame pattern and the substrates are attached to each

other, and the sealing material is hardened, wherein in order to conduct

the pair of substrates, ultraviolet rays formed of parallel rays for

hardening resin are spot irradiated onto a transfer seal, formed by

incorporating conductive particles into resin, from a vertical direction or

sloping direction of the substrate.

[0041] In the spot irradiation, parallel light having high

straightforwardness can be irradiated by using a light guide of quartz fiber

or the like. Since conductive particles for absorbing and reflecting some

or entire parts of ultraviolet rays are incorporated into the transfer seal,

the ultraviolet rays reaching into the transfer seal are attenuated by these
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particles. Further, the transfer seal is fitted into the transparent electrode,

and accordingly ultraviolet rays are attenuated. When ultraviolet rays

formed of parallel rays are spot irradiated onto a transfer seal from a

vertical direction or sloping direction of the substrate, as much additional

ultraviolet rays as they are attenuated can be irradiated. Further, because

parallel light can be irradiated, it is possible to restrain liquid crystal from

being degraded by incoming light to the minimum degree.

[0042] There is provided a method of manufacturing the same

according to the present invention aiming at providing a liquid crystal

display device, in which a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing

material to the peripheral part of a picture display region provided on one

out of a pair of substrates, the liquid crystal is dropped inside the frame
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pattern and the substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing

material is hardened, wherein in order to conduct the pair of substrates, a

transfer seal, formed by incorporating conductive particles into resin, is

applied, the transfer seal is hardened by ultraviolet irradiation for

5 attaching the substrates by hardening the resin, and the substrates are

thermally treated, being supported in parallel by a support case, after the

irradiation of ultraviolet rays.

[0043] By supporting the substrates in parallel and thermosetting them

not by a prior art carrier cassette for supporting the substrates from the

10 ends of the substrates but by a carrier cassette or parallel flat plate of

such a structure supporting the substrates in parallel by multipoint

supporting the substrates surfaces, the creation of misalignment during
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thermosetting treatment is restrained.

[0044] There is provided a method of manufacturing the same

according to the present invention aiming at providing a liquid crystal

display device, in which a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing

5 material to the peripheral part of a picture display region provided on one

out of a pair of substrates, the liquid crystal is dropped inside the frame

pattern and the substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing

material is hardened, wherein a liquid crystal orientation film is formed on

the region where the ends thereof become an outer side of an inner

10 circumferential side of the sealing material and an inner side of an outer

circumferential side of the sealing material, light having a wavelength of

about 300 to 500nm is irradiated, and the sealing material is hardened.
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[0045] Liquid crystal photolysis mostly occurs in a short wavelength of

less than 320nm, and wavelengths of 300nm to 320nm are also required

for the hardening of ultraviolet curing resin. Thus, an invention of

irradiating these wavelengths not to liquid crystal but to the

corresponding resin is required. However, this is not preferable because it

is difficult to realize this idea and the aforementioned problems occur

even if every liquid crystal display panel is positioned using a blocking

filter for a mask. Therefore, an invention of attenuating wavelengths of

300nm to 320nm within the range of not lowering the reaction rate of the

corresponding resin that much and restraining liquid crystal photolysis to

the minimum level is devised.

[0046] The reaction rate of resin was measured by irradiating ultraviolet
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rays of the amount of light for hardening the corresponding resin using

edge filters having a different transmittance of 300nm to 320nm. As a

result, although there may be some difference according to the type of

resin, it can be seen that if the transmittance of the wavelength is about

5 30%, the reaction rate is not lowered in most cases, when viewed from a

313nm emission line peak of a high pressure mercury lamp. This is

because while the amount of light for hardening is an amount of

ultraviolet light at which the reaction rate of the corresponding resin

almost reaches saturation, the hardening reaction of the corresponding

10 resin rapidly increases about 30% of the amount of light for hardening,

and the reaction rate does not change much afterwards.

[0047] However, when ultraviolet rays of the same amount are
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irradiated to liquid crystal using these filters, liquid crystal photolysis is

still large, and display defectiveness is generated by the deterioration of

retention. Therefore, long wavelengths longer than 500nm less affected by

the hardening of the corresponding resin are cut and ultraviolet rays of

5 the same amount are irradiated to liquid crystal. AS a result, liquid crystal

photolysis becomes smaller, and no display defectiveness caused from

the deterioration of retention is generated. This is because although no

liquid crystal photolysis does not occur only by a long wavelength longer

than 500nm, a long wave length longer than 500nm becomes a heat

10 source by being combined with a wavelength of 300nm to 320nm, and

liquid crystal photolysis is accelerated.

[0048] The ends of the orientation film are formed on the region where
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the ends thereof become an outer side of an inner circumferential side of

the corresponding resin and an inner side of an outer circumferential side

of the corresponding resin because the orientation film has the function

of absorbing unhardened components of the corresponding resin and

restraining them from being diffused in the liquid crystal. Further, if the

ends of the orientation film are formed to have the same surface as the

inner circumferential side of the corresponding resin, a gap is generated

between the ends of the orientation film and the corresponding resin due

to misalignment. If the ends of the orientation film are formed on the outer

side of the outer circumferential side of the corresponding resin, the

corresponding resin and the substrate are attached with the orientation

film having weak moisture resistance therebetween, whereby the
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attaching strength is sharply lowered under a high temperature and a high

humidity. Further, the orientation film can be used as a filter for alleviating

liquid crystal photolysis since the orientation film attenuates a wavelength

of 313nm emission line peak by 1.5%. By this, the transmittance of the

5 corresponding wavelength of the filter used for an irradiation light source

can be increased, thus the corresponding resin of the outer side of the

ends of the orientation film can be hardened more firmly.

[0049] Accordingly, liquid crystal photolysis can be restrained by

combining the above methods without deteriorating the reaction rate of

10 the corresponding resin that much, thereby preventing display

defectiveness caused from the deterioration of retention.

[0050] In this case, it is preferable that the ends of the orientation film
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on the substrate where at least a color filter is formed are formed on the

region where the ends thereof become an outer side of an inner

circumferential side of the sealing material and an inner side of an outer

circumferential side of the sealing material, light having the above

wavelength is irradiated from the corresponding substrate side, and the

sealing material is hardened.

[0051] This color filter serves as a mask of a picture display region. If

the ends of the orientation film on the substrate is formed on the

corresponding region, and light is irradiated from the corresponding

substrate, there is no need to mask the regions other than the resin

region.

[0052] Furthermore, it is preferable that the transparent electrode and
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the ends of the orientation film on the substrate where at least a color

filter is formed are formed on the region where the ends thereof become

an outer side of an inner circumferential side of the sealing material and

an inner side of an outer circumferential side of the sealing material, light

having the above wavelength is irradiated from the corresponding

substrate side, and the sealing material is hardened.

[0053] The transparent electrode film is used as a filter for alleviating

liquid crystal photolysis since it attenuates the wavelength of 313nm

emission line peak by 35% and attenuates the wavelength by 45% by

being used in combination with the orientation film. By this, the

transmittance of the corresponding wavelength of the filter used for an

irradiation light source can be increased still more, thus the
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corresponding resin of the outer side of the transparent electrode and the

end of the orientation film can be hardened more firmly.

[0054] Furthermore, it is preferable that a filter for blocking almost all

wavelengths except for the corresponding wavelength is arranged at an

5 irradiation light source side as a means for irradiating light having a

wavelength of about 300 to 500nm.

[0055] In the aforementioned example, a filter for blocking ultraviolet

rays of less than a specific wavelength harmful to liquid crystal is

arranged between a mask and a liquid crystal display panel. By arranging

10 the filter of the present invention by this arrangement, the long

wavelength blocking filter generates heat since it absorbs a long

wavelength of greater than 500nm, and the liquid crystal display panel is
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also heated. When a wavelength of 300 to 320nm is irradiated with the

liquid crystal display panel heated, liquid crystal photolysis reaction is

stimulated as described above. Thus, the flow of heat relative to the liquid

crystal display panel is prevented by arranging the long wavelength

blocking filter on the irradiation light source side. Further, it is often the

case that a short wavelength blocking filter may also absorb on a long

wavelength side as well as a short wavelength side, and the short

wavelength blocking filter is arranged on the irradiation light source side,

thereby restraining the flow of heat relative to the liquid crystal display

panel.

[0056] Further, the amount of light for hardening the sealing material is

preferably less than about 3000 mJ/cm2
relative to line I.
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[0057] The amount of light for hardening the corresponding resin is set

based on the cumulative amount of light in a wavelength band (of about

350nm ± 30nm) near a 365 emission line (line I) peak at which the

irradiation strength of a high pressure mercury lamp becomes maximum.

5 If the strength of the peak of line I is set to 100, the 313nm emission line

peak becomes about 60 in case of a high pressure mercury lamp and

about 30 in case of a metal halide lamp. But, since the high pressure

mercury lamp has high strength only at the emission line peak, while the

metal halide lamp becomes broad near the emission line peak, both lamps

10 do not show a big difference in cumulative amount of light of a

wavelength of 300 to 320nm.

[0058] Light having a wavelength of about 300 to 500nm is irradiated to
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liquid crystal, to thus prevent the lowering of the amount of ultraviolet

light at which liquid crystal photolysis is activated. The transmittance of

the blocking filter used shows 50% at a 313nm emission line peak and

90% at a 365nm emission line peak. As a result, though different a little

according to the type of liquid crystal, the cumulative amount of light in a

wavelength band (of about 350nm ± 30nm) near a 365 emission line (line I)

peak is about 1000 mJ/cm2
. In the present invention, a wavelength of 300

to 320nm can be attenuated by 15% by using the orientation film. But, in

case of surface-irradiating ultraviolet rays to a large-sized substrate, if the

guaranteed figures of the illuminance non-unifomity is generally ±15%,

and the amount of light for hardening the corresponding resin is about

3000 mJ/cm2
relative to line I, the maximum value portion of the non-
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uniformity exceeds this value and ultraviolet rays are irradiated to liquid

crystal, thereby activating liquid crystal photolysis and lowering the

retention. In order to activate the reaction, energy of greater than a

predetermined quantity is required. If the energy exceeding the

predetermined quantity is applied, the reaction is accelerated, or if the

quantity of energy is less than the predetermined quantity, the reaction is

not activated, making the reaction sluggish.

[0059] There is provided a device for dropping liquid crystal according

to the present invention, comprising: a dispenser means for discharging a

predetermine amount of liquid crystal; and a measuring means for

measuring the amount of liquid crystal discharged by the dispenser

means, the measuring means having an optical sensor, integrating a
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change in signals of the corresponding optical sensor generated when

liquid discharged from the dispenser means passes through the optical

sensor, and measuring the amount of liquid crystal discharged.

[0060] The amount of liquid crystal discharged from the dispenser

means is low in accuracy if there is merely the self control of the

corresponding dispenser means, and thus the measuring means is

disposed to measure the amount (volume) of corresponding liquid crystal

by injecting liquid crystal discharged from the dispenser by the optical

sensor. In this case, the output of the optical sensor shows a measured

width of drops of the discharge liquid crystal. If continuously measured, a

time change in discharge amount is measured, and if the measurement

result is integrated, the value equivalent to the total amount of discharge
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can be obtained. By measuring and this value and the discharge amount

of the sealing material and comparing them with each other, the

correlation is obtained in advance. Based on the corresponding

correlation, the discharge amount of the sealing material can be estimated

5 in real time. By this, the total discharge amount to be dropped on a

desired region can be accurately controlled, and even when

manufacturing a large screen liquid crystal panel, the uniformity of a cell

thickness can be attained.

[0061] In this case, as a concrete example, it is preferable that the

10 measuring means measures the discharge amount of liquid crystal in a

manner that laser light is irradiated in a direction almost perpendicular to

discharge liquid crystal, and the output of the laser light is changed by the
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discharge liquid crystal intersecting this laser light to detect it by the

optical sensor. In this way, by using a laser as an irradiation light source,

the discharge amount of liquid crystal can be measured more rapidly and

accurately.

[0062] Furthermore, it is preferable that the discharge amount of liquid

crystal is measured in at least two directions or the corresponding

discharge amount is measured in two directions orthogonal to each other

since the accuracy of the measurement of discharge amount can be

attained.

[0063] Furthermore, it is preferable that the optical sensor is disposed

at a position within 2cm from a liquid crystal discharge port of the

dispenser means.
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[0064] As a result of measuring the amount of liquid crystal dropped

onto the sealing material by disposing the optical sensor On the liquid

crystal discharge port of the needle of the dispenser means, it is seen that

in most cases, since liquid drops are continuously dropped about 2cm

5 from the liquid crystal discharge port, the discharge amount of liquid

crystal is most preferably 1cm. This is because, if the discharge distance

is increased to about 2cm or more by a pressure difference between the

inner side and outer side of the inside of the needle or by the generation

of bubbles, liquid crystal that has been continuously discharge at first

10 becomes discontinuous, thereby reducing the accuracy of measurement.

[0065] There is provided a device for dropping liquid crystal according

to the present invention, comprising: a dispenser means for recognizing a
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drop shape of liquid crystal discharged by the dispenser means and

estimating the discharge amount of liquid crystal of the sealing material

based on the corresponding shape.

[0066] The amount of liquid crystal discharged from the dispenser

means is low in accuracy if there is merely the self control of the

corresponding dispenser means, and thus the measuring means is

disposed to recognize a drop shape of liquid crystal discharged from the

dispenser means and estimate the discharge amount of liquid crystal of

the sealing material based on the corresponding shape. In this case, the

correlation between the drop shape of liquid crystal and the amount

(volume) thereof is obtained in advance, and the discharge amount of the

sealing material is estimated based on them. By this, the total discharge
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amount to be dropped on a desired region can be accurately controlled,

and even when manufacturing a large screen liquid crystal panel, the

uniformity of a cell thickness can be attained.

[0067] In this case, as a concrete example, the measuring means

optically recognizes the drop shape of liquid crystal, and estimates the

discharge amount of liquid crystal of the sealing material from an image

of the corresponding shape.

[0068] Furthermore, the optical sensor may be disposed near a liquid

crystal discharge port of the dispenser means to thus estimate the

discharge amount of liquid crystal of the sealing material from the image

of the drop shape of liquid crystal by using as a trigger signal a signal of

the corresponding optical sensor generated when discharged liquid
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crystal passes through the optical sensor.

[0069] Furthermore, the dispenser means may be constructed in a

manner that liquid crystal is discharged by moving a piston in a syringe,

the discharge amount is controlled according to a stroke of the piston,

and the stroke of the piston is automatically changed based on the result

of the image processing.

[0070] By this, an estimated value of the discharge amount from the

dispenser means measured by the measuring means is feedbacked to the

dispenser means, thereby enabling an accurate control of the discharge

amount of liquid crystal.

[0071] There is provided a device for dropping liquid crystal according

to the present invention, comprising: a discharge means having a plurality
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of thin tubes and for discharging a predetermined amount of liquid crystal

from the respective thin tubes; and a measuring means having respective

backing plates corresponding to the respective thin tubes and for

measuring the weight of drops of liquid crystals received on the

respective backing plates, wherein the drops of liquid crystal, the weight

of which is measured by the measuring means and the discharge amount

thereof is specified, are supplied from the respective backing plates.

[0072] The amount of liquid crystal discharged from the discharge

means is low in accuracy if there is merely the self control of the

corresponding discharge means, and thus the measuring means is

disposed to receive drops discharged from the respective thin tubes on

the backing plates, measure the weight of the drops, and supply the drops
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from the corresponding backing plates. At this time, the amount of drops

remaining on the backing plates is measured in advance, and the amount

supplied is controlled based on the amount of remaining drops. By this,

the total discharge amount to be dropped on a desired region can be

5 accurately controlled, and even when manufacturing a large screen liquid

crystal panel, the uniformity of a cell thickness can be attained.

[0073] In this case, it is preferable that water repellent finishing for

splashing liquid crystal on a liquid crystal contact region of the measuring

means is performed. By this, the remaining of liquid crystal is prevented

10 as much as possible, and a still more accurate amount of liquid crystal

can be supplied.

[0074] There is provided a liquid crystal display device and a method of
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manufacturing the same according to the present invention aiming at

providing a device for dropping liquid crystal of a vertical orientation,

which has a pair of substrates, at least one of which being transparent, a

frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material 21 to the peripheral

part of a picture display region, liquid crystal whose dielectric isotropy is

negative is dropped inside the frame pattern and the substrates are

attached to each other, and the sealing material is hardened, wherein the

liquid crystal material comprises a liquid crystal compound expressed by

the following general formula and the number m of carbon atoms of the

end alkyl group thereof is greater than two.

[0075]

[Chemical Formula 2]
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H H

H

C2H5

[0076] If the liquid crystal comprising a liquid crystal compound

expressed by the following formula and having a number m of carbon

atoms of the end alkyl group thereof being an even number is used, the

5 specific resistance of bulk liquid crystal can be kept high. The liquid

crystal comprising a neutral component having no polar group and having

a number m of the general formula of an even number can obtain a good

result in all of initial specific resistance, specific resistance after being left

under a high temperature, and specific resistance after being exposed to

10 ultraviolet rays (UV), as compared to liquid crystal comprising the same



component and having a number m of an odd number.

[0077] Furthermore, it is preferable that the liquid crystal is restricted to

the liquid crystal compounds of the general formula having a number m of

2 and 4. Generally, if the end alkyl group of a liquid crystal compound is

lengthened, the liquid crystal display device is directed in a non-

preferable way, including an increase of the viscosity of liquid crystal. The

liquid crystal compound of the general formula functions to keep a wide

nematic phase even when the temperature range of a mixed liquid crystal

is at a low temperature side. In this case, it is preferred to include more

than two kinds of compounds having a different number m. Therefore, in

order to restrain an increase of the viscosity of liquid crystal, it is

preferable to use compounds having a number m of 2 and 4.
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[0078] There is provided a liquid crystal display device and a method of

manufacturing the same according to the present invention aiming at

providing a liquid crystal device of a vertical orientation, which has a pair

of substrates, at least one of which being transparent, a frame pattern is

formed by applying a sealing material 21 to the peripheral part of a picture

display region, liquid crystal whose dielectric isotropy is negative is

dropped inside the frame pattern and the substrates are attached to each

other, and the sealing material is hardened, wherein the liquid crystal

material comprises a neutral liquid crystal compound having no polarity,

and the liquid crystal comprising this neutral liquid crystal compound has

a high volatility with which the weight ratio decreases by 1% or more in a

vacuum state when dropped, and has a rotational viscosity lower by 15%
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or more as compared to the nonvolatile neutral liquid crystal compound.

[0079] As for the rotational viscosity, the viscosity of liquid crystal can

get smaller by 15% or more than that before introduction by introducing a

low viscous material. The volatility of the liquid crystal at this time shows

a decrease (volatilization) of more than 1% in the weight ratio. In this way,

the response speed of the liquid crystal display device can be improved

by making the liquid crystal material have a low viscosity.

[0080] In this case, it is preferable the liquid crystal material has a

transparent point of more than 70D, satisfies the dielectric isotropy Ae of -

4.0<A£<0, and has a refractive index isotropy An of more than 0.1000. By

satisfying this condition, display characteristics, such as luminance

(transmittance), response speed and so on, or mass productivity can be
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improved.

[0081] Moreover, such a liquid crystal display device preferably has a

multi-domain structure in which its liquid crystal molecules are aligned in

more than two directions. By this, the viewing angle property can be

improved, and the liquid crystal display device is made suitable for use in

a liquid crystal monitor or the like.

[0082]

[0083] [Embodiment of the Invention] Hereinafter, preferred

embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with

reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0084] - General Construction of Liquid Crystal Display Device - FIG.1

is a schematic cross sectional view showing a general main construction
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of a liquid crystal display device. This liquid crystal display device

includes: a pair of transparent glass substrates 1 and 2 facing each other

at a predetermined gap; and a liquid crystal layer 3 caught between these

transparent glass substrates 1 and 2.

[0085] An insulating layer 4 is incorporated on a piece of a transparent

glass substrate 1 to form a plurality of pixel electrodes 15 and form a

transparent orientation film 6a as if covering the pixel electrodes 5, and a

color filter 7, a common electrode 8 and an orientation 6b are sequentially

laminated on another piece of a transparent glass substrate 2. The

orientation films 6a and 6b are faced together so as to catch the liquid

crystal layer 5, thereby fixing the glass substrates 1 and 2, and polarizers

9 and 10 are disposed on outer sides of the respective substrates 1 and 2.
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The pixel electrodes 5 are formed along with an active matrix, and in an

illustrate example, a data bus line 11 of an active matrix is indicated.

Further, the electrodes may be only disposed on one of the substrates

(For example, in an IPS mode).

[0086] Hereinafter, in the formation of a liquid crystal layer 3 using a

dropping injection method, an example of various improvements in

structure, in manufacturing process and in the device for dropping liquid

crystal is disclosed in several embodiments to be described below.

[0087] In a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display device

commonly used in each individual embodiment, ultraviolet curing resin or

(ultraviolet plus thermo) setting resin is used as material of a main seal, a

glass substrate A serving as a TFT (thin film transistor) substrate and a
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glass substrate B serving as a CF (color filter) substrate are prepared, for

example, a frame pattern of the main seal is formed on a picture display

region of the glass substrate B by a dispenser, and liquid crystal is

dropped inside the frame pattern by a dropping injection method, the

substrates A and B are attached to each other, and the main seal is

hardened. Thereafter, the attached substrates A and B are cut in the

shape of a TFT substrate + a CF substrate, and undergo several

subsequent processes, thereby completing a liquid crystal display device.

[0088] (First Embodiment) FIG.2 is a schematic plane view showing the

shape of a glass substrate with a frame pattern formed before a liquid

crystal injection process is performed by a dropping injection method. In

the present example, a link pattern and a frame pattern are formed on the
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peripheral part of a display region 23 of a glass substrate 22 side serving

as a CF substrate by applying ultraviolet resin (for example, a product of

ThreeBond, product name: 30 Y-363) to the main seal 21 by a dispenser. A

starting point 31a and an end point 31b of an overlapping portion 31 are

disposed at a position where they become an unmounted side or an outer

part of the frame pattern, and the link patter is formed so that they are

adjacent to each other after they are attached to each other.

[0089] Further, the seal width of the main seal 21 is set to 1mm, and a

corner portion has a radius of 1mm so that the line width thereof is the

same as a linear portion. The frame pattern is formed so that its inner

circumferential side and a shielding film 23 have a gap of 0.5mm

therebetween after being attached.
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[0090] Next, a required amount of liquid crystal is dropped inside the

frame pattern by the liquid crystal dropping method to bond the glass

substrate 22 and the glass substrate serving as the TFT substrate in

vacuum and drop liquid crystal by opening the atmosphere.

[0091] Ultraviolet rays are collectively irradiated from the glass

substrate 22, the seal is hardened by thermal treatment, and cut to a

predetermined dimension, thereby obtaining a liquid crystal display panel.

Further, as for the cutting of the substrates, the glass substrate 22 serving

as the CF substrate is cut along a cut line 32, and the glass substrate

serving as the TFT substrate is cut along a cut line 33.

[0092] Here, for comparison with the liquid crystal display device of the

present example, a liquid crystal display device as shown in FIG.23 as
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comparative examples is manufactured.

[0093] In the comparative example 1, as shown in FIG.23(a), a frame

pattern is formed by a main seal 102. A starting point and an end point are

disposed at a position on the frame pattern, and the frame pattern is

linked between the starting point and the end point (an overlapping

portion 103 is formed). Except for this, the comparative example 1 is

constructed in the same way as the present example, thereby obtaining a

liquid crystal display panel.

[0094] In the comparative example 2, as shown in FIG.23(b), a frame

pattern is formed by a main seal 102. A starting point and an end point are

disposed at a position on the frame pattern or on the corner portion, and

the frame pattern is linked between the starting point and the end point
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(an overlapping portion 103 is formed). Further, the corner portion is not

formed in an arc shape. Except for this, the comparative example 1 is

constructed in the same way as the present example, thereby obtaining a

liquid crystal display panel.

5 [0095] In the present example, since the starting point 31a and the end

point 31b are formed outside the frame pattern, the starting point 31a and

the end point 31b are not overlapped on the frame pattern, and the main

seal 21 of frame pattern linking portion and the shielding film 23 are not

overlapped. In contrast, in the comparative examples 1 and 2, since an

10 overlapping portion 103 of the starting point and end point are formed on

the frame pattern, the main seal 102 of the frame pattern linking portion is

overlapped with the shielding film 105. The seal width of the frame pattern
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linking portion of the comparative examples 1 and 2 is 2.6mm, and the

seal width of the main seal 102 when applied in a double layer is 2.0mm.

This is because the dispenser moves in a vertical direction on the starting

point and the end point, thus the seal application amount becomes

greater than on the linear portion. The frame pattern linking portion of the

comparative example 1 is protruded 0.8mm toward the inner

circumferential side, and the gap between the inner circumferential side

and the shielding film 105 is 0.5mm, thus the main seal 102 is overlapped

with the shielding film 105. In the frame pattern linking portion of the prior

art example 2, thought a protrusion amount is 0.8mm which is the same

as the comparative example 1, the gap between the inner circumferential

side and the shielding film 105 becomes 1.4 times wider. Thus the overlap
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between the main seal 102 and the shielding film 105 is small, i.e., 0.1mm.

If the gap between the inner circumferential side and the shielding film

becomes much wider, the overlap between the main seal 102 and the

shielding film 105 can be eliminated, but which is not appropriate because

5 the ratio of outer dimensions to picture display region is increased (the

frame becomes wider).

[0096] Furthermore, if the starting point and the end point are

separated from the frame pattern, the overlap between the main seal and

the shielding film can be eliminated. But, this is not appropriate because

10 the seal width of the frame pattern linking portion becomes smaller,

thereby failing to maintain a strength required for the main seal 102.

[0097] The liquid crystal display panels of the present example and the
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comparative examples 1 and 2 are provided for a lighting test. As a result,

while there occurs no display non-uniformity in the present example,

there occurs display non-uniformity from a defective hardening of the

main seal 102 in the frame pattern linking portion in the comparative

5 examples 1 and 2.

[0098] As described above, according to the first embodiment, display

non-uniformity caused from a decrease in retention, which may easily

occur due to the sealing material, is restrained, a liquid crystal display

device is conveniently manufactured in an excellent yield, and a liquid

10 crystal display device having a high reliability can be realized.

[0099] - Modified Example - Here, several modified examples of the

first embodiment will be described.
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[00100] (Modified Example 1) In Modified Example 1, a two surface seal

pattern as shown in FIG.3 by a main seal 41 and a four surface seal

pattern as shown in FIG.4 by a main seal 42 are formed respectively by a

dispenser on the peripheral part of a picture display region at a glass

substrate 22 side serving as a CF substrate.

[00101] On two surfaces of FIG.3, a starting point 43a and an end point

43b are linked on a substrate 22 to continuously form a seal pattern as a

single overlapping portion 43, and the main seal 41 is arranged not to be

overlapped on a frame pattern coupling portion. On the other hand, on

four surfaces of FIG.4, a starting point 44a and an end point 44b are linked

on a substrate 22 to continuously form a seal pattern as a single

overlapping portion 44, and the main seal 42 is arranged not to be
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overlapped on a frame pattern coupling portion. Except for this, the

modified example is constructed in the same way as the first embodiment,

thereby obtaining a liquid crystal display panel.

[00102] On the two surfaces of FIG.3, the starting point 43a and the end

point 43b are disposed outside the frame pattern, and the main seal 41 is

not overlapped on the frame pattern coupling portion, thus the main seal

41 of the frame pattern linking portion is not overlapped with a shielding

film 23. On the other hand, on the four surfaces of FIG.4, the main seal 42

is overlapped on the frame pattern coupling portion, thus the seal width is

increased to 2.0mm. But, this overlap is smaller than the overlapping

portion between the starting point 44a and the end point 44b, and the

coupling portion is a corner portion, thus the main seal 42 of the frame
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pattern linking portion does not overlap with the shielding film 23.

[00103] A liquid crystal display panel manufactured using the two

surfaces of FIG.3 and a liquid crystal display panel manufactured using

the four surfaces of FIG.4 were provided for a lighting test. As a result,

5 both of them show no display non-uniformity.

[00104] (Modified Example 2) A main process of Modified Example 2 will

be described in FIG.5. Here, (a) represents a schematic plane view of a

substrate 22a, (b) represents a schematic cross sectional view of the

substrate 22a near a transfer seal, and (c) represents a schematic cross

10 sectional view magnifying the transfer seal.

[00105] Here, an ITO film is formed by deposition on the surface of a

resin spacer (eg, Micro Pearl SP manufactured by SEKISUI FINE
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CHEMICAL Co., Ltd.), to thus obtain conductive particles 45. An ultraviolet

curing resin used in the first embodiment is used for a transfer seal 24,

and 1 wt% of the conductive particles 45 are incorporated therein. As a

result of measuring the attenuation rate of ultraviolet rays acquired by the

5 conductive particles 45 and a transparent electrode 46, the amount of light

irradiated to the transfer seal 24 is smaller by 10% than the main seal 21.

[00106] Further, a reflective film 47 serving as an electrode is formed

using an aluminum film at a position where the transfer seal 24 of the TFT

substrate side is formed. The formation of the aluminum film is carried out

10 along with the film formation process of the TFT. As for ultraviolet

irradiation, light of an amount required for ultraviolet curing the main seal

21 is collectively irradiated from the substrate 22 side, and thereafter
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ultraviolet rays formed of parallel rays are spot-irradiated to the transfer

seal 24 from a vertical direction of the substrate by using a light guide 48.

The amount of light for spot irradiation is almost the same (modified

example 2A) as the amount of attenuation of ultraviolet rays acquired by

the conductive particles 45 and the transparent electrode 46 or is 2/3

(modified example 2B) of the corresponding amount of attenuation.

[00107] Here, for comparison with the liquid crystal display device of the

present example, a liquid crystal display device as shown in FIG.24 is

manufactured as a comparative example. In this comparative example,

conductive particles coated with nickel (eg, Micro Pearl SP manufactured

by SEKISUI FINE CHEMICAL Co., Ltd.) are applied to the surface of a resin

spacer, and 1 wt% thereof is incorporated in the transfer seal 106. Except
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for this, the comparative example is constructed in the same way as the

comparative example 1 of the first embodiment, thereby obtaining a liquid

crystal display panel.

[00108] The liquid crystal display panels of the modified examples 2A

5 and 2B and the comparative example are provided for a lighting test. As a

result, while there occurs no display non-uniformity in the modified

examples 2A and 2B, there occurs display non-uniformity in the

comparative example from a defective hardening of a frame pattern

linking portion (overlapping portion 103) and the transfer seal 106. In the

10 modified example 2B, though the amount of light irradiated to the transfer

seal 24 is insufficient, the insufficient part is filled as ultraviolet rays are

reflected by the reflective film 47, whereby no display non-uniformity
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caused from a detective hardening occurs.

[00109] If there is some margin between the amount of light for

deteriorating liquid crystal and the amount of light for ultraviolet curing

the sealing material, a reflective film can be formed on a lower part of the

transfer seal 24 even without spot-irradiating ultraviolet rays to the

transfer seal 24, and the transfer seal 24 can be hardened by slightly

increasing the amount of light for batch irradiation.

[00110] (Modified Example 3) In the Modified Example 3, as shown in

FIG.6, substrates 22a and 22b are attached to each other by hardening the

sealing material to form a substrate 51. Then, thermal treatment after

ultraviolet irradiation is performed by using a substrate carrier cassette 52
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With a carrier arm in-and-out spacer 53 of a structure for multipoint

supporting the substrate 51 surface.

[00111] As compared to this, in a comparative example, thermal

treatment after ultraviolet irradiation is carried out by using a substrate

carrier cassette 108 of a structure of supporting a substrate 100 at the end

of a conventional substrate as shown in FIG.25.

[00112] Except for this, the modified example 3 and the comparative

example are constructed in the same way as the first embodiment,

thereby obtaining a liquid crystal display panel.

[00113] The liquid crystal display panels of the modified example 3 and

the comparative example are provided for a lighting test. As a result, while

there occurs no misalignment during thermal treatment, misalignment
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occurs in the comparative example. In the modified example 3, the

substrate 51 surface is multipoint-supported, thus the substrate 51 can be

supported in parallel, while in the comparative example, it is supported

only with the end of the substrate, the substrate 108 is bent greatly on the

5 center, and misalignment occurs during thermal treatment.

[001 141 (Second Embodiment) FIG.7 is a schematic perspective view

showing ultraviolet irradiation after a liquid crystal injection process is

carried out by a dropping injection method in the present embodiment,

and FIG.8 is a schematic cross sectional view showing a glass substrate

10 with the inside of circle C in FIG. 7 is magnified.

[00115] In the present example, an ultraviolet curing resin (product

name: 30 Y-363 manufactured by Threebond, the amount of light for
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hardening is 2500 mJ/cm2
relative to line I), liquid crystal is injected by a

dropping injection method, and thereafter a glass substrate 61 serving as

a CF substrate and a glass substrate 62 serving as a TFT substrate are

attached and cut to make a liquid crystal display panel. In the present

5 example, an ultraviolet irradiation process to be carried out when

attaching the glass substrates 61 and 62 is improved.

[00116] The end of an orientation film 63 on the glass substrate 61 is

formed on the region where it becomes an outer side of the inner

circumferential side of the corresponding resin or an inner side of the

10 outer circumferential side thereof.

[00117] Further, for comparison, as shown in FIG.9, in a conventional

example, a liquid crystal panel is manufactured, in which the end of the
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orientation film 63 on the glass substrate 61 serving as a CF substrate is

formed on the inner side of the inner circumferential side of the

corresponding resin and a shielding mask 64 is disposed.

[00118] Ultraviolet irradiation is carried out by using a high pressure

5 mercury lamp as a light source and arranging a blocking filter 64

transmitting almost no short wavelengths of less than 300nm and a

blocking filter 65 transmitting almost no long wavelengths of greater than

500nm as shown in FIG.7.

[001 19] As shown in FIG.10, the transmittance of a combination of both

10 filters is 50% at a 313nm emission line peak, and 90% at a 365 emission

line peak. The amount of ultraviolet light is 2700 mJ/cm 2
relative to line I.

But, as a result of investigating non-uniformity of an irradiated region, the
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amount of violet light is 2300 mJ/cm2
at the minimum value portion of the

non-uniformity and 3100 mJ/cm2
at the maximum value portion thereof.

[00120] As a result of measuring the respective transmittances of the

glass substrate and of the glass substrate with the orientation film added

5 thereto, the glass substrate (product name: nA35/NH manufactured by

Technoglass/ film thickness: 0.7mm) shows 84% at a 313nm emission line

peak, and the orientation film (product name: JALS-684 manufactured by

JSR Company/film thickness: 80nm) shows 71%. It is seen that the

corresponding wavelength is attenuated by 15% by the orientation film.

10 [00121] Ultraviolet rays are irradiated to liquid crystal (product name:

MJ961213 manufactured by manufactured by Merck Inc.) by using

blocking filters 64 and 65 of long and short wavelengths, and the
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threshold of the amount of ultraviolet light at which liquid crystal

photolysis is activated is obtained from a decrease of retention. As a

result, as shown in FIG.11, in a case where ultraviolet rays are irradiated

through the glass substrates, the decrease of retention becomes larger

when the cumulative amount of light of a wavelength band (310±20nm)

near a 313nm emission line peak is about 1000 mJ/cm2 and the cumulative

amount of light thereof relative to line I is about 3000 mJ/cm2
, and the

decrease of retention becomes smaller when less than these values.

Further, as a result of obtaining the threshold of the amount of ultraviolet

light at which liquid crystal photolysis is activated from a decrease of

retention by using the blocking filter 64 of a long wavelength in the same

manner, it can be seen that that value is 1000 to 1500 MJ/cm2
relative to
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line I, which is less than half the blocking filters of long and short

wavelengths. This is because a long wavelength greater than 500nm is

irradiated to heat liquid crystal, thereby accelerating liquid crystal

photolysis caused from wavelengths of 300nm to 320nm. Therefore, it can

5 be seen that the amount of ultraviolet light transmitting through the

orientation film exceeds this value at any part of an irradiated region,

thereby activating liquid crystal photolysis.

[00122] In the present example, the main seal is hardened by applying

blocking filters 64 and 65 of short and long wavelengths. Meanwhile, in

10 conventional examples, the main seal is hardened by applying only the

blocking filter of a shot wavelength (conventional example 1) and applying

only the blocking filter of a long wavelength (conventional example 2) and
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masking the portions excepting the corresponding resin with a shielding

mask. As a result of testing the lighting and displaying of a thusly

manufactured liquid crystal display panel, the conventional example 2

shows display non-uniformity caused from a decrease of retention in all

the circumferences near the main seal and the conventional example 2

shows display non-uniformity caused from a decrease of retention near

the main seal corresponding to the maximum value portion of an

irradiated region. It can be assumed that this is caused from liquid crystal

photolysis using ultraviolet irradiation.

[00123] Further, in the conventional examples 1 and 2, a decrease in the

retention occurs at some parts of a corner portion. Although the corner

portion is attached to R (arc) so that the seal width is not increased when
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applying the seal, the distance between the display region and the

corresponding resin is closer than the peripheral part. In the conventional

examples, the orientation film is disposed at the inner side of the inner

circumferential side of the corresponding resin. Thus, if there is

5 unhardened component, though a little, it is diffused into liquid crystal by

thermal treatment and reaches near to the display region. As a result, it

can be assumed that the retention has decreased at some parts of the

corner portion.

[00124] Meanwhile, in the present example, the display non-uniformity

10 caused from a decrease of retention generated in the conventional

examples 1 and 2 doe not occur. This is because liquid crystal photolysis

is restrained by the filters and the orientation film and the melting of
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unhardened components of the corresponding resin is restrained by the

orientation film.

[00125] As described above, according to the second embodiment,

display non-uniformity caused from a decrease of retention, which may

5 easily occur due to a sealing material, is restrained, a liquid crystal

dropping device is conveniently manufactured at a high yield by using a

dropping injection method, and a liquid crystal dropping device having a

high reliability is realized.

[00126] - Modified Example - Here, a modified example of the second

10 embodiment will be described.

[00127] In this modified example, the end of a transparent electrode and

the end of an orientation film on a glass substrate 61 is formed on the
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region where the ends thereof become an outer side of an inner

circumferential side of the corresponding resin and an inner side of an

outer circumferential side of the corresponding resin, and a liquid crystal

display panel is manufactured in the same method as the second

embodiment. Ultraviolet irradiation is performed in the same condition as

the second embodiment except that the amount of ultraviolet light is 3200

mJ/cm2
relative to line I. As a result of investigating non-uniformity in an

irradiated region, , the amount of violet light is 2300 mJ/cm2
at the

minimum value portion of the non-uniformity and 3100 mJ/cm2
at the

maximum value portion thereof.

[00128] As a result of measuring the transmittance of the glass substrate

with the transparent electrode and the orientation film added thereto, the
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glass substrate shows 84% at a 313nm emission line peak, and the

transparent electrode (ITO/film thickness: 80nm) and the orientation film

shows 46%. It is seen that the corresponding wavelength is attenuated by

45% by the transparent film and the orientation film.

[00129] Therefore, it can be seen that the amount of ultraviolet light

transmitting through the transparent electrode and the orientation film is

attenuated by the transparent electrode and the orientation film even at

the maximum value portion of an irradiated region, thereby inactivating

liquid crystal photolysis.

[00130] As a result of providing the thusly manufactured liquid crystal

display panel for a lighting and display test, display non-uniformity

caused from a decrease of retention generated in the conventional
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examples does not occur/Further, by increasing the amount of ultraviolet

light irradiated to the corresponding resin outside the end of the

transparent electrode and the orientation film, more than the amount of

light for hardening is irradiated even to the minimum value portion of non-

uniformity. Thus, in this modified example, the attaching strength is

improved by 10% as compared to the second embodiment.

[00131] - Comparative Examples 1 and 2 - A liquid crystal display panel

is manufactured in the same method as the second embodiment.

Although the condition of ultraviolet irradiation is the same as the second

embodiment, a high pressure mercury lamp is used as an ultraviolet

irradiation light source, and a blocking filter 65 transmitting almost no
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short wavelengths of less than 300nm is arranged on the glass substrate

61 side, as shown in FIG.12.

[00132] As a result of obtaining the threshold of the amount of ultraviolet

light at which liquid crystal photolysis is activated from a decrease of

retention by using the blocking filter 65 of a short wavelength in the same

manner, it can be seen that liquid crystal photolysis is not activated even

if 3000 mJ/cm2
is irradiated relative to line I. Therefore, it can be seen that

liquid crystal photolysis is not activated even if there is no filter for

attenuating a wavelength of 300nm to 320nm, such as a transparent

electrode film or orientation film, on the region which is an outer side of

the inner circumferential side of the corresponding resin or an inner side

of the outer circumferential side thereof.
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[00133] As a result of providing the thusly manufactured liquid crystal

display panel (comparative example 1) for a lighting and display test,

display non-uniformity caused from a decrease of retention occurs on the

electrode near the main seal. As a result of decomposing this panel and

analyzing the liquid crystal near the main seal by a gas chromatography,

resin components caused from the main seal are detected.

[00134] Furthermore, as shown in well-known examples, ultraviolet

curing resin is manufactured by using a photoinitiator having an

absorption spectrum at a long wavelength side of more than 320nm, and

the same comparison is carried out by using the violet curing resin as a

main seal. As a result of providing the thusly manufactured liquid crystal

display panel (comparative example 2) for a lighting and display test,
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display non-uniformity caused from a decrease of retention occurs on

some parts near the main seal. As a result of decomposing this panel and

analyzing the liquid crystal near the main seal by a gas chromatography,

though smaller in the extent as compared to comparative example 1, resin

5 components caused from the main seal are detected.

[00135] This is because if the corresponding resin is hardened at a long

wavelength side of more than 320nm, the reaction rate of the

corresponding resin is as much lowered as the energy amount is

insufficient as compared to the case where a wavelength of 300 to 320nm

10 is used. Even if an absorption spectrum of a photoinitiator is shifted to the

long wavelength side of more than 320nm, it is shown that only the
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absorption efficiency of energy is improved, but the reaction rate of the

corresponding resin does not fall within the same extent.

[00136] (Third Embodiment) FIG.13 is a schematic perspective view of a

device for dropping liquid crystal of this embodiment. This device for

dropping liquid crystal comprises a dispenser 71 for discharging a

predetermined amount of liquid crystal; and a measuring means 72 for

measuring the amount of liquid crystal discharged by the dispenser.

[00137] The dispenser 71 discharges a predetermined amount of liquid

crystal from a discharge portion of a needle shape, and drops liquid

crystal inside a frame pattern formed on a glass substrate.

[00138] The measuring means 72 comprises a laser device 73, an

irradiation light source, an optical sensor 74 for sensing a laser light
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irradiated from the laser device 73, a data logger 75 for recording an

output of the optical sensor 74 depending on time, and a computer 76 for

analyzing and displaying a result of recording by the data logger 75.

[00139] In this device for dropping liquid crystal, laser light is irradiated

from the laser device 73 to the liquid crystal discharged from the

dispenser 71, and the result of sensing the laser light intersecting

dropping liquid crystal by the optical sensor 74 is recorded by the data

logger 75. At this time, the data logger 75 records, for example, an output

change depending on time as shown in FIG.14. The discharge amount of

liquid crystal is measured by time-integrating this output by the computer

76. The computer 76 estimates the corresponding weight based on a
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written correlation between an output of the optical sensor 74 and the

weight of liquid crystal.

[00140] Further, although the illustrate example shows only one optical

sensor, two optical sensors may be disposed to measure the discharge

5 amount of liquid crystal in two directions orthogonal to each other, or an

additional optical sensor is disposed to measure from multilateral

perspectives.

[00141] Further, the dispenser 71 may be constructed in a manner to

discharge liquid crystal by moving a piston in a syringe, control the

10 discharge amount according to a stroke of the piston, and automatically

change the stroke of the piston based on the result of image processing.

[00142] As for the positional relationship between the dispenser 71 and
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the optical sensor 74, as shown in FIG.15, it can be seen that since liquid

drops are continuously dropped about 2cm from the liquid crystal

discharge port, the discharge amount of liquid crystal is most preferably

1cm. This is because, if the discharge distance is increased to about 2cm

5 or more by a pressure difference between the inner side and outer side of

the inside of the needle or by the generation of bubbles, liquid crystal that

has been continuously discharge at first becomes discontinuous, thereby

reducing the accuracy of measurement.

[00143] Actually, the discharge amount was measured by using this

10 device for dropping liquid crystal. At this time, a number of times of

injection is 100,000 per second, a total amount of liquid crystal to be

dropped is 250mg and the liquid crystal is dropped at 48 points, thus the
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dropping amount per dropping is 5.21 mg. The dispenser 71 is set to

discharge this amount.

[00144] After dropping, as a result of estimating the total dropping

amount from 48 number of times of output of the optical sensor 74, it was

5 245mg. Thus, 5mg was added by using a micro syringe. As a result of

measuring the non-uniformity of the cell thickness of the thusly

manufactured liquid crystal display panel, a change within about 1% was

shown. In the present example, a number of times of injecting discharge

liquid crystal can be increased further, thus even a dispenser having the

10 function of repeating discharge within a short time can cope with this

phenomenon.

[00145] As described above, according to the device for dropping liquid
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crystal of the third embodiment, the quantity of a liquid crystal dropped in

a dropping injection method can be precisely measured and controlled

and the cell thickness can be made uniform by properly controlling the

quantity of a liquid crystal for each dropping region, and a liquid crystal

dropping injection having a high reliability can be performed at a good

yield.

[00146] - Modified Example - Here, several modified examples of the

third embodiment will be described.

[00147] (Modified Example 1) In Modified Example 1, as shown in

FIG.16(a), a measuring means 77 is constructed to measure the discharge

amount from a liquid drop shape of liquid crystal dropped in a frame

pattern of a glass substrate from a dispenser 71.
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[00148] The measuring means 77 comprises a CCD 78 for taking a

picture of dropped liquid crystal and a computer 76 for calculating a

surface area of an oblique region of liquid crystal 79 from an output of the

CCD 78 as shown in FIG.16(b) and estimating the corresponding weight

based on a written correlation between the corresponding surface area

and the weight (volume) of liquid crystal.

[00149] Further, although the illustrated example shows only one CCD, it

may be also possible to dispose a plurality of CCDs for recognize a liquid

crystal shape in different directions, in order to improve the accuracy of

measurement.

[00150] (Modified Example 2) In Modified Example 2, as shown in

FIG.17(a), a measuring means 81 is constructed to measure the discharge
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amount from a liquid drop shape of liquid crystal in the air discharged

from a dispenser 71.

[00151] The measuring means 81 comprises a laser device 73, an

irradiation light source, an optical sensor 74 for sensing a laser light

irradiated from the laser device 73, a CCD 78 for taking a picture of liquid

crystal dropped in the air at a timing when the optical sensor 74

recognizes the passage of liquid crystal by the laser light, and a computer

76 for calculating a surface area of an oblique region of liquid crystal 79

from an output of the CCD 78 as shown in FIG.17(b) and estimating the

corresponding weight based on a written correlation between the

corresponding surface area and the weight (volume) of liquid crystal.

[00152] In this case, since a liquid crystal shape in the air can be surely
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recognized by the CCD 78, it can be measured at a high accuracy without

being affected by the surface shape of the glass substrate. Further,

although the illustrated example shows only one CCD, it may be also

possible to dispose a plurality of CCDs for recognize a liquid crystal

shape in different directions, in order to improve the accuracy of

measurement.

[00153] (Modified Example 3) A device for dropping liquid crystal of

Modified Example 3 comprises, as shown in FIG.18(a), a metering and

dropping jig 83 having a plurality of thin glass tubs 82, which is a

discharge means for discharging a predetermined amount of liquid crystal

from the respective thin tubes 82, and a measuring means 85 having

respective backing plates 84 corresponding to the respective thin tubes
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82 of the metering and dropping jig 83 and for measuring the weight of

drops of liquid crystal received on these backing plates 84, wherein the

drops of liquid crystal, the weight of which is measured by the measuring

means and the discharge amount thereof is specified, are supplied in a

manner to be dropped in the frame pattern of the glass substrate by

rotating the respective backing plates 84.

*

[00154] The respective thin tubes 82, as shown in FIG.18(b), is coated

with Teflon (Registered Trademark) having a high water repellence on the

inner surface contacted with liquid crystal, and has a structure in which

liquid crystal is pushed out and discharged by a pressure of inactive gas.

When dropping liquid crystal on a glass substrate, the liquid crystal often

remains in the respective thin tubes 82, thus it is preferable to promote
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discharge by using inactive gas. And, liquid crystal can be discharged

more effectively by coating Teflon on the inner surface of the respective

thin tubes 82.

[00155] (Fourth Embodiment) In this embodiment, a preferred liquid

crystal material to which a liquid dropping method is applied is disclosed.

The liquid crystal material of this example includes a liquid crystal

compound expressed by the following general formula and the number m

of carbon atoms of the end alkyl group thereof is greater than two.

[00156]

[Chemical Formula 3]
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H H

H

C2H5

[00157] If the liquid crystal comprising a liquid crystal compound

expressed by the following formula and having a number m of carbon

5 specific resistance of bulk liquid crystal can be kept high.

[00158] In the present example, there are prepared a liquid crystal a

having a number m of the general formula of an even number and a liquid

crystal a* having a number m of the general formula of an odd number,

both of them comprising a neutral component having no polar group as a

10 common matrix. The specific resistance values of bulk liquid crystal for

atoms of the end alkyl group thereof of an even number is used, the



the two liquid crystal materials are compared according to the following

condition.

[00159] The liquid crystal comprising a neutral component having no

polar group and having a number m of the general formula of an even

number can obtain a good result in all of initial specific resistance,

specific resistance after being left under a high temperature, and specific

resistance after being exposed to ultraviolet rays (UV), as compared to

liquid crystal comprising the same component and having a number m of

an odd number.

[00160] Furthermore, it is preferable that the liquid crystal is restricted to

the liquid crystal compounds of the general formula having a number m of

2 and 4. Generally, if the end of a liquid crystal compound is lengthened,
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the liquid crystal display device is directed in a non-preferable way,

including an increase of the viscosity of liquid crystal and a decrease of

the response speed. The liquid crystal compound of the general formula

functions to keep a wide nematic phase even when the temperature range

5 of a mixed liquid crystal is at a low temperature side. In this case, it is

preferred to include more than two kinds of compounds having a different

number m as a chemical compound. Therefore, in order to restrain an

increase of the viscosity of liquid crystal, it is preferable to use

compounds having a number m of 2 and 4.

10 [00161] It is necessary to make the liquid crystal material have a low

viscosity and improve the response speed of the device for dropping

liquid crystal. In the dropping injection method, a vacuum left state
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(including an exhaustion time) upon attaching is very short.

Conventionally, the exhaustion time requiring several hours can be

shortened to several minutes. Thus, conventionally, since liquid crystal

volatilizes in vacuum, it is necessary to adjust the liquid crystal by a liquid

crystal compound with a restrained volatility. Meanwhile, in the dropping

injection method, even material with volatility can be treated for mass

production.

[00162] Further, if a low viscous material that reduces the viscosity of

liquid crystal is applied, the viscosity of liquid crystal can be reduced by

more than 15% as compared to that before the application of viscous

liquid crystal (FIG.21: liquid crystal E -> liquid crystal D). At this time, the
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volatility of the liquid crystal shows a reduction (volatilization) of more

than 1% in the weight ratio.

[00163] As a result of measuring the T-V property, there is no significant

difference between before the application of a low viscous material and

after the application thereof. Meanwhile, it is seen that the response

property can be accelerated and effective by including a halftone

response.

[00164] Further, from the relation with the specification of the liquid

crystal display device, display characteristics, such as luminance

(transmittance), response speed and so on, or mass productivity can be

improved by using a liquid crystal material having a transparent point of
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more than 70D, satisfying the dielectric isotropy A£ of -4.0<A£<0, and

having a refractive index isotropy An of more than 0.1000.

[00165] Moreover, if such a liquid crystal display device has a multi-

domain structure in which its liquid crystal molecules are aligned in more

than two directions, the viewing angle property can be improved, thereby

making the liquid crystal display device suitable for use in a liquid crystal

monitor or the like.

[00166] - Experimental Example - Hereinafter, an experimental example

in which a liquid crystal display device according to a fourth embodiment

is manufactured and several display characteristics are investigated will

be described.
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100167] (Experimental Example 1) A substrate having an ITO electrode is

used, a product name JALS-684 (manufactured by JSR Company) is

formed as an orientation film by a spinner, a predetermined spacer (cell

thickness: 4.0jim) is applied, and they are attached by using a

5 thermosetting sealing material, thereby manufacturing a hollow cell.

[00168] A liquid crystal A having a number m of 1 and 3 and liquid

crystals B and C having a number m of 2 and 4 are injected into respective

hollow cells and sealed, and a polarizing plate is attached to the liquid

crystal in a cross nicol configuration, thereby manufacturing a VA cell.

10 [00169] As shown in FIG.20, the voltage retention, ion density, and

residual DC voltage of each of cells are measured, and differences

between their electrical properties are investigated. Liquid crystal A, liquid
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crystal B and liquid crystal C have physical properties as shown in Table

1. Further, (a) and (b) show a voltage retention, (c) show an ion density,

and (d) show a residual DC voltage. As a result of the experiment, liquid

crystals B and C (number m = 2, 4) are improved in electric properties as

compared to liquid crystal A (number m = 1, 3), and dependence by

cumulative component is shown.

[00170]

[Table 1] Liquid Crystal A Liquid crystal B Liquid Crystal C Liquid

Crystal D Liquid Crystal E

NI& 71 °C 72°C 73°C 72°C 70°C

An 0. 0822 0. 0826 0. 0810 0.1014 0. 1007

Ae -3.8 -3.6 -3.

6

-3.5 -3.5

Kit 13.6 12.8 13.7 11.8 10.8

K33 14.7 13.2 13.9 13.6 12.5

n 135 139 142 190 157
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[00171] (Experimental Example 2) The specific resistances of liquid

crystals A, B and C were measured. They were investigated according to

four conditions: 1) the initial value of bulk liquid crystal, 2) after UV

exposure (100 mW/cm2, 60 seconds), 3) after heating (120D, 60 seconds),

5 and after dropping UV curing resin (contamination dependence). Liquid

crystals B and C (number m = 3, 4) can obtain a result superior than liquid

crystal A (number m = 1, 3), especially, data after UV exposure is

improved in its specific resistance by one digit.

[00172] (Experimental Example 3) A difference between liquid crystal D

10 before the application of a low viscous material and liquid crystal E after

the application thereof were investigated. The applied liquid crystal D is

liquid crystal which has no problem even if a conventional vacuum deep
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injection was used. Meanwhile, a low viscous material was applied to

liquid crystal E, the liquid crystal has volatility to vacuum leaving.

[00173] As a result of the experiment, as shown in FIG.21, it is seen that

liquid crystal E shows a change (reduction) in weight by 1% or so after

one hour leaving, and has a volatility higher enough than liquid crystal D.

[00174] A VA cell was manufactured in the same order as the third

embodiment except that liquid crystals D and E are used and a spacer is

modified (cell thickness: 3.5^m). T-V properties are the same. As shown in

FIG.22, as a result of investigating the response speed, for every applied

voltage, liquid crystal E having a low viscous material applied thereto was

accelerated as compared to liquid crystal D, especially, the effect of the
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acceleration was large in a halftone region equivalent to a low gradation

side.

[00175] As described above, according to a fourth embodiment, a liquid

crystal material most suited for the dropping injection method can be

provided, and thus the viscosity of the liquid crystal can be restrained so

as to be low to accelerate the response speed, especially halftone

response speed, and enable the improvement of the display

characteristics.

[00176] Hereinafter, several aspects of the present invention will be

described in appendices.

[00177] (Appendix 1) A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device, in which a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material
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to the peripheral part of a picture display region provided on one out of a

pair of substrates, the liquid crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern

and the substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing material is

hardened, wherein the sealing material is applied so as to position a

5 starting point and an end point of the sealing material application outside

the frame pattern.

[00178] (Appendix 2) The method of manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device of Appendix 1, wherein the sealing material is coated so as

to position at least one of the starting point and the end point on an

10 unmounted side of the substrate.

[00179] (Appendix 3) The method of manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device of Appendix 2, wherein at least one of the starting point
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and the end point is linked with the frame pattern so as to intersect the

unmounted side.

[00180] (Appendix 4) The method of manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device of Appendix 1 , wherein a seal pattern is continuously

5 formed by using the sealing material by making the starting point and the

end point consistent with each other on the substrates.

[00181] (Appendix 5) A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device, in which a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material

to the peripheral part of a picture display region provided on one out of a

10 pair of substrates, the liquid crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern

and the substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing material is

hardened, wherein in order to conduct the pair of substrates, ultraviolet
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rays formed of parallel rays for hardening resin are spot irradiated onto a

transfer seal, formed by incorporating conductive particles into resin,

from a vertical direction or sloping direction of the substrate.

[00182] (Appendix 6) A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

5 device, in which a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material

to the peripheral part of a picture display region provided on one out of a

pair of substrates, the liquid crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern

and the substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing material is

hardened, wherein in order to conduct the pair of substrates, a transfer

10 seal, formed by incorporating conductive particles into resin, is applied,

the transfer seal is hardened by ultraviolet irradiation for attaching the

substrates by hardening the resin, and the substrates are thermally
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treated, being supported in parallel by a support case, after the irradiation

of ultraviolet rays.

[00183] (Appendix 7) A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device, in which a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material

to the peripheral part of a picture display region provided on one out of a

pair of substrates, the liquid crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern

and the substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing material is

hardened, wherein the pair of substrates are conducted by a transfer seal

formed by incorporating particles coated with a transparent conductive

film on the surface.

[00184] (Appendix 8) A liquid crystal display device, in which a frame

pattern is formed by applying a sealing material to the peripheral part of a
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picture display region provided on one out of a pair of substrates, the

liquid crystal is dropped inside the frame pattern and the substrates are

attached to each other, and the sealing material is hardened, wherein a

film for reflecting ultraviolet rays irradiated for hardening the resin is

5 formed as an electrode on a lower part of a transfer seal for conducting

the pair of substrates.

[00185] (Appendix 9) The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device of Appendix 8, wherein an aluminum film or silver film is

used as the film for reflecting ultraviolet rays and formed on the substrate

10 at a thin film transistor side.

[00186] (Appendix 10) A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device, in which a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing
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material to the peripheral part of a picture display region provided on one

out of a pair of substrates, the liquid crystal is dropped inside the frame

pattern and the substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing

material is hardened, wherein a liquid crystal orientation film is formed on

the region where the ends thereof become an outer side of an inner

circumferential side of the sealing material and an inner side of an outer

circumferential side of the sealing material, light having a wavelength of

about 300 to 500nm is irradiated, and the sealing material is hardened.

[00187] (Appendix 11) The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device of claim Appendix 10, wherein the ends of the orientation

film on the substrate where at least a color filter is formed are formed on

the region where the ends thereof become an outer side of an inner
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circumferential side of the sealing material and an inner side of an outer

circumferential side of the sealing material, light having the above

wavelength is irradiated from the corresponding substrate side, and the

sealing material is hardened.

[00188] (Appendix 12) The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device of Appendix 10 or 11, wherein a filter for blocking almost

all wavelengths except for the corresponding wavelength is arranged at

an irradiation light source side as a means for irradiating light having a

wavelength of about 300 to 500nm.

[00189] (Appendix 13) The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device of one of Appendices 10 to 12, wherein the amount of light

for hardening the sealing material is preferably less than about 3000
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mJ/cm2
relative to line I.

[00190] (Appendix 14) A device for dropping liquid crystal, comprising: a

dispenser means for discharging a predetermine amount of liquid crystal;

and a measuring means for measuring the amount of liquid crystal

discharged by the dispenser means, the measuring means having an

optical sensor, integrating a change in signals of the corresponding

optical sensor generated when liquid discharged from the dispenser

means passes through the optical sensor, and measuring the amount of

liquid crystal discharged.

[00191] (Appendix 15) The device for dropping liquid crystal of Appendix

14, wherein the measuring means measures the discharge amount of

liquid crystal in a manner that laser light is irradiated in a direction almost
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perpendicular to discharge liquid crystal, and the output of the laser light

is changed by the discharge liquid crystal intersecting this laser light to

detect it by the optical sensor.

[00192] (Appendix 16) The device for dropping liquid crystal of Appendix

14 or 15, wherein the discharge amount of liquid crystal is measured in at

least two directions.

[00193] (Appendix 17) The device for dropping liquid crystal of Appendix

16, wherein the discharge amount of liquid crystal is measured in two

directions almost orthogonal to each other

[00194] (Appendix 18) The device for dropping liquid crystal of one of

Appendices 14 to 17, wherein the optical sensor is disposed at a position

within 2cm from a liquid crystal discharge port of the dispenser means.
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[00195] (Appendix 19) A device for dropping liquid crystal, comprising: a

dispenser means for recognizing a drop shape of liquid crystal

discharged by the dispenser means and estimating the discharge amount

of liquid crystal of the sealing material based on the corresponding shape.

5 [00196] (Appendix 20) The device for dropping liquid crystal of Appendix

19, wherein the measuring means optically recognizes the drop shape of

liquid crystal, and estimates the discharge amount of liquid crystal of the

sealing material from an image of the corresponding shape.

[00197] (Appendix 21) The device for dropping liquid crystal of Appendix

10 20, wherein the optical sensor may be disposed near a liquid crystal

discharge port of the dispenser means to thus estimate the discharge

amount of liquid crystal of the sealing material from the image of the drop
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shape of liquid crystal by using as a trigger signal a signal of the

corresponding optical sensor generated when discharged liquid crystal

passes through the optical sensor.

[00198] (Appendix 22) The device for dropping liquid crystal of one of

5 Appendices 19 to 21, wherein the dispenser means discharges liquid

crystal by moving a piston in a syringe, controls the discharge amount

according to a stroke of the piston, and automatically changes the stroke

of the piston based on the result of the image processing.

[00199] (Appendix 23) A device for dropping liquid crystal, comprising: a

10 discharge means having a plurality of thin tubes and for discharging a

predetermined amount of liquid crystal from the respective thin tubes;

and a measuring means having respective backing plates corresponding
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to the respective thin tubes and for measuring the weight of drops of

liquid crystals received on the respective backing plates, wherein the

drops of liquid crystal, the weight of which is measured by the measuring

means and the discharge amount thereof is specified, are supplied from

5 the respective backing plates.

[00200] (Appendix 24) The device for dropping liquid crystal of Appendix

23, wherein water repellent finishing for splashing liquid crystal on a

liquid crystal contact region of the measuring means is performed. By

this, the remaining of liquid crystal is prevented as much as possible, and

10 a still more accurate amount of liquid crystal can be supplied.

[00201] (Appendix 25) A liquid crystal display device of a vertical

orientation, which has a pair of substrates, at least one of which being
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transparent, a frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material 21 to

the peripheral part of a picture display region, liquid crystal whose

dielectric isotropy is negative is dropped inside the frame pattern and the

substrates are attached to each other, and the sealing material is

5 hardened, wherein the liquid crystal material comprises a liquid crystal

compound expressed by the following general formula and the number m

of carbon atoms of the end alkyl group thereof is greater than two.

[Chemical Formula 4]

10 [00202] (Appendix 26) The liquid crystal device of claim 25, wherein the

H H

O

C2H5
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liquid crystal compound has a number m of carbon atoms of the end alkyl

group thereof 2 or 4.

[00203] (Appendix 27) A liquid crystal device of a vertical orientation,

which has a pair of substrates, at least one of which being transparent, a

5 frame pattern is formed by applying a sealing material 21 to the peripheral

part of a picture display region, liquid crystal whose dielectric isotropy is

negative is dropped inside the frame pattern and the substrates are

attached to each other, and the sealing material is hardened, wherein the

liquid crystal material comprises a neutral liquid crystal compound having

10 no polarity, and the liquid crystal comprising this neutral liquid crystal

compound has a high volatility with which the weight ratio decreases by

1% or more in a vacuum state when dropped, and has a rotational
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viscosity lower by 15% or more as compared to the nonvolatile neutral

liquid crystal compound.

[00204] (Appendix 28) The liquid crystal device of Appendix 27, wherein

the liquid crystal material has a transparent point of more than 70D,

satisfies the dielectric isotropy At of -4.0<Ae<0, and has a refractive index

isotropy An of more than 0.1000.

[00205]

[Effect of the Invention] According to the first embodiment, to restrain

display non-uniformity caused from a decrease of retention, which may

easily occur due to a sealing material, manufacture a liquid crystal

dropping device conveniently at a high yield by using a dropping injection

method, and realizes a liquid crystal dropping device having a high
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reliability.

[00206] Furthermore, it is possible to realize a device for dropping liquid

crystal which performs a liquid crystal dropping injection having a good

yield and a high reliability by enabling the quantity of a liquid crystal

5 dropped in a dropping injection method to be precisely measured and

controlled and making the cell thickness uniform by properly controlling

the quantity of a liquid crystal for each dropping region.

[00207] Furthermore, it is possible to realize a liquid crystal display

device which restrains the viscosity of the liquid crystal so as to be low by

10 using a liquid crystal material most suited for the dropping injection

method, accelerates the response speed, especially halftone response

speed and improves display properties further more.
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[Description of Drawings]

FIG.1 is a schematic cross sectional view showing a general main

construction of a liquid crystal display device.

FIG.2 is a schematic plane view showing the shape of a glass substrate

with a frame pattern formed before a liquid crystal injection process is

performed by a dropping injection method.

FIG.3 is a schematic plane view showing a main construction (two

surfaces) of modified example 1 of the first embodiment.

FIG.4 is a schematic plane view showing a main construction (four

surfaces) of modified example 1 of the first embodiment.

FIG.5 is a schematic view showing a main process of modified example 2
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of the first embodiment.

FIG.6 is a schematic perspective view showing a substrate carrier

cassette of modified example 3 of the first embodiment.

FIG.7 is a schematic perspective view showing ultraviolet irradiation after

5 a liquid crystal injection process is carried out by a dropping injection

method in a second embodiment.

FIG.8 is a schematic cross sectional view showing a glass substrate with

the inside of circle C in FIG. 7 is magnified.

FIG.9 is a schematic perspective view showing comparative examples of

10 the second embodiment.

FIG.10 is a characteristic view showing the wavelength dependence of

transmittance.
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FIG.11 is a characteristic view showing the photolysis reaction of liquid

crystal.

FIG.12 is a schematic perspective view showing comparative examples 1

and 2 of the second embodiment.

5 FIG.13 is a schematic perspective view of a device for dropping liquid

crystal of a third embodiment.

FIG.14 is a characteristic view showing an output change depending on

the time of an optical sensor.

FIG.15 is a schematic block diagram showing the positional relationship

10 between a dispenser and the optical sensor.

FIG.16 is a schematic block diagram showing modified example 1 of the

device for dropping liquid crystal of the third embodiment.
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FIG.17 is a schematic block diagram showing modified example 2 of the

device for dropping liquid crystal of the third embodiment

FIG.18 is a schematic block diagram showing modified example 3 of the

device for dropping liquid crystal of the third embodiment.

FIG.19 is a characteristic view showing the initial specific resistance of

liquid crystal material, the specific resistance after a high temperature

leaving, and the specific resistance after UV exposure in a fourth

embodiment.

FIG.20 is a characteristic view showing the result of measuring the

voltage retention, ion density and residual DC voltage of each of cells in

experimental example 3.

FIG.21 is a characteristic view showing the result of investigating a
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difference in volatility between liquid crystal before the application of a

low viscous material and liquid crystal after the application thereof.

FIG.22 is a characteristic view showing the result of investigating a

difference in acceleration between liquid crystal before the application of

a low viscous material and liquid crystal after the application thereof.

FIG.23 is a schematic view for explaining problems about a sealing

material in the prior art.

FIG.24 is a schematic view for explaining problems about the sealing

material in the prior art.

FIG.25 is a schematic view for explaining problems about the sealing

material in the prior art.

FIG.26 is a schematic view for explaining problems about the sealing
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material in the prior art.

FIG.27 is a schematic view for explaining problems about the sealing

material in the prior art.

FIG.28 is a schematic view for explaining problems about the sealing

material in the prior art.

[Description of Reference Numerals]

1 , 2, 22 glass substrate

21, 41, 42main seal

23 shielding film

24 transfer seal

31 , 44 overlapping portion

31a starting point
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31b ending point

45 conductive particles

46 transparent electrode

47 reflective film

52 substrate carrier cassette

64 blocking filter for short wavelengths less than 300nm

65 blocking filter for long wavelengths of 500nm or less

71 dispenser

72, 77, 85measuring means

73 laser device

74 optical sensor

75 data logger
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76 computer

78 CCD

82 thin glass tube

83 metering and dropping jig

5 84 backing plate
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[0037] *mi<?>mik$c^3mfi*<7)W&}&x'

^-^SrSft^S-ktcJ; OSe^^SSSr^k
l. ms.-*t<n&sm&smziti>tz*>. fflsgc^mtt

(00381 ZftizX 0 . 1-7^7 r x-/WdgWS

^r<Wi.SC:k*{T'^l..
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[0039] z<?)i%£. mt%mmzKmhWit tx

^i&m®X'$>&t:)b. xmt:mj?i-ztm<%Mmz
Bf$.X'ZZ.

[0040] *%wnm&m^w.<7>wmm:X'it. -

-)im*mfiLxwv-y*Bf8LL. mm^-y
Hzm^mLxm^mmim^^ mus-iv
mzmtt&z

t

kj: m£k$&mwt:M%.t u mi

XtxtchYvyxyTis-Mz^ mmmzmttz

ftfrttx*-, vmt?hzk*<m.t^h.
[ 0 0 4 1 ] XX v h«mi±. ^7 r-fAHStJ:*

*\ vyyx7Ti/-)Wzm<mn-m*z.<7ym-\,zs.
->XWmZtih. itz. hyyxyris-MiMWmm
izmtixa*). ztuz*'>xi>m-uiim&ti&.
h 7yxy t ~>-Mz¥mtfrt>%h%i>\-& :$:mR£S&m i> t < iim>nftfrt>xx-y bmtrtua . v?y
X7ri/-MMzm&ftnm>m* s

m\m3frth z t
tf?£&.tialX. y-ffltZ&MX'Zhtztb. 3fcois}9

j: nzmmzm. t>ti&

.

[0042] *m&i6&m*3iW<DmmxmT\±. -
M<mmco-i7izmfhtihmm^mm<omm.mz^
-jmzmfiixftw-yzB&LL. mmw-y
mzm^mtxmB^mwLi:m^. mas-fr
mm&hzbizxvma&&Mm&tiWLk.i,* mi

xLx%hV7y*7Tis-iu*mftL. mzmmz®
tet&tzft. mmMtz£ t)zti£®tt.Ltztk. tm
m&nmtt&iz, 3$m&tzx *)miw$&
iKw&xmmztmM-tz z t *m.tr& .

[0043] mi<omWL%X'mfcZ3ffi^&m£ti^-y

hxa%<. mmn$>£3Lft\,z^mte¥mkw?

[0044] *%*m®£M^m(mmmx'&. -
ttcomzn-iiizmv^iihw&m^mcomm&ti'
-imtmfiixft'W-yz&fiLL. mit&w-y
ftm&zmLxmsizm&Lzm'&it. ma^-fu

mm®t%Z>mmz&fS.L. {JlJ3 0 0nmULb5O
0 nmjfe^feft4»££8SJtLX . mi^-MOmWk

[0045] igB
B
H<07fc»-8?«$fa 3 2 0 n m*}Stf>Jg&

itm , t fc %m®m<vmti,z\t 3 0 0 n m&± 3

2 0nm*fficO»ft*^T-«)^C:fc*»t,. SACti:.^

. l*» l&#£> . mmirzimmxh 0

.

h7 <>V9*-?^9 izm^Xfaikgefr^iumizQ.

X'3 0 0 n mtlh 3 2 0 nm*SO»££KSL . iSifa

[0046] 30 0nmUU:3 2 0nm*3f<7)jSft^3S

izmmnmm*mLxmES06UG**mmtx
x-tc. zomzk. m^zmszizxvm^omih&tf.
J§EE*fg*T<03 1 3nmimt:—7X'A-tzt$>'&. *ff)T&

fsam\^Mco3o%mmxM.mziLt>±i}<*). &3sm
i±ztiim±£<3mLtc^frt>x-$>i.
[0047] L*^L. Zcr>7 < Jlsftm^XiStfalzmm

m{BTFic£vm?F&tfmiLtz. zzx\ mmmcn
^C|*f?a<4*5r^5 0 0 nmJiLhcOgjS^Sr* y h U

^<^ofc. ^W±5 0 0nmUUK7)£jS^!l5Ti±?S

H
H
B<07fc»-M{i;^^ 3r^*\ 3 0 0 n mKUt 3 2 0 nm*
jS<0^tffl^*>$ ZmzJ: 0 5 0 0 n mfeLbco^M

fiMBSBk , JRfioaWWBtfWkZKX Li 3

[0048] ElillSSg^iJSSicOrt^fflJ'HHfloJI-jgifl

«^^-2r»*L. m&^tzim-rznzwz-z®**

ffi-t^jS-rs bOMrttUz* 0E(6]K^t ^^Blk

T-r&*^T'J>&. flu^T. ElS)lS<i3 1 3 nmJ^t:

KBCeftZVh Z t *^TI£t .

[0049]ftoT. lag^ft^a^^S^ttJ;
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[0050] Z(T)t$&. 'J>-%<tt>try-y <)\,9<m

itmoztmrnx-hh.
1 0 0 5 1 ] Z<7)ti?-7 4 w-imme&sffitrr?

[0052] *fc. 'M%<ti>*7-7 <)\,9<?>BlSLZ

[00531 ^mSKii. 3 1 3 n

£*3 5%m&mmL. wtfomkmz.intxm^&zt

mzmm-h? nwt txm^tih. ztuzx*)®
nmmi^m^hy < w<nm&&^^^\zi£M<-$-

[0 0 54] {3B'3 0 0nmia±5 0 0nm*)t
oft&emzmi-rz^&k lx. zBMtRm-tr&a:
*yb-?$>7<ll'f *%Mft}&®iz®M-$-z> z tvim
x-hh.

[0055] mm<wMnmx'it. fc&izimKrttffetem

^c^/uostffiglx^z. zcd£5 %wmx'*mi
<7)7 < iv? zwm$-& tmgim 7h7^w±5oo

JVi>&ltt>tlX L£ o . m&$^^iV&f^:t>jxtz#.
mX3 0 0 n mfeLh 3 2 0 n mjmntiL&ifmSZIXh
tmmeoX •? izm&cDXftMWtoWtiMZiiX L£o.
^zx-m.^ -/by 4 iv? ^ggjfmkmz&w&h z

ti. m&gi! -/ b y < iv?- 1*<mBtfmL%Mt£tt
TKKmmtzithz&stfZK. mmmmiz&w
LXWi&g?fr-<*Jl>^<r)%&&mZtoik+h

.

[0056] miii'-ii'Mnmtt.mZ I

T*l2<?3 0 0 0 m J/ c m*&Tt+hZ ttfffmX'h

[0057] m®fe<rmft.m.\±. ^Exmrnzm
%$&ifkjzbZc& 3 6 5 nmW& ( Ig) t-^jfi^O
l&m (350nm±30nmig) OSgftSSrSiii

fctt£l/0*4. It*e-:??)3S££l 00fc-fft»f.

3 1 3 n m*SISe-^iSE*&7y:rC#6 0 . 9
)Vi\y4 bvVTXttOtKhtf. %&m?7Vy-ft
m:K-9<n*&wm<#>h<»\znLx*9)w\y4

0nmW±320n mm<nfc%mM.%SLX'\my >

y-ki>tz2Kt'*;%%miZ\.\

[0058] J8t8
a
B(C«III3 0 0 n mVJ±5 0 0 n m&ffi

&mnviXs.z&nm&Ti>>e>*)t>x*.tz. m^t;**
by nVf<omjmit3 1 3nmSSitf-^T'5 0%.
36 5nmJfHt-^t'9 0%-Ci>&.

fciOS^HH&Sa5
, 313nm9J|fcr-^ig^(0

( 3 1 0 nm± 2 0 nmgg) <0«*ftgTl 0

0 0mJ/cm2geT-J>o/i. U»U .TiVTtelfg

Sfc8S»f& i:3 0 0 0m J/cm*gj£i£S.
BBT«iffi(filKlCi 0 3 0 0 n mfeLL3 2 0 n m*85<0&
«?r 1 5%nmmm-tzzivx-zztf^ ±mmfiuz%
tmzmmttzt&£<nm.'<yv*<?>mEmm%x'
± 1 5 0 . SMSfllcOSflSKS^ I 3

OOOraJ/cm' tUiT1i/N*7 ^^fCOfi^iig?^-*^

[0059] *%BBcO}gBBaSTgg«. m^fi^^a3^

«tS7gaBwBtaifii&ai^-r-&s5^sfc^fii^. Mean

[0060] r-f x^y^^KA^Rtai-rsffiBBfiw.

mm) z<o®£. %&*yw&JMat
&Lfi:m£k<Dim<oi%tmfiiixt5 t). mmLxmzi-f

&&t&mfeLimLxwmm£:
f'#>&#>xi5t<. s

mmmmz£^xmm<wkiiimzmi%3X'ffi£X'$

[oo6i] z(r)t%&. mmzmommt lx

m!>Ltzm&wz<r>\s--f%$:m)h z tx-p—r%n

[ 0 0 6 2 ] ^< 1 1 2*-(Sj*>^ft5B|Ottajfi
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(0 0 631 ffiieftSMry-?^ fflffir-f.X'O'

ttmmx-hh.
[oo64] t * x^>^^g<o-- K/uasawtasp

fct

c

a* -?-fc
B
aotaia^f> 2 c mgjg*ximm

ifiS&lxmFL. lcmgSA>m#3§T'J>&C:k#

^rSOlE^tcJ: 0Rtaj!ES*>*2 c m*fi;i.*gK£Jt<

[0065] *^<7)SB
B
ajSTHM»±. E»r£fi<Di£B

B
B£

J:0iitai?ft7t?SB
B
BcOn5alJg«^l2^L. ^I^K*^

H^OffiB
s
B<ontttifi5rlt^r•S.ai^^gfc 5r«li.fci t

[0066] r -f x^y-*f4M^/btt*-fSig&iti.

M.(£&^X$m<?)»itii&$:mfet&. ^iitCtO. 0rM

zmz>zttf*imb%&.
[0067] ^co^^. Bireg3^SOMft0!Ik

BffiA^^OfSB
B
Bc7)Btail:$rSg-fS tcOfc-T*.

.

[0 0 68] IJeT-r^^^SoSSttajP
^ifi^C^-fe^^gJt, n±a5L7t«B

B
B*«3fc^-bVHf

[0 0 69] SC. alSr-f -X^-^S^ SialS:^

n-?g£SlSWe^i* J: ? izftfS.LXhimTh
h.

[0070] ZiiizX 0 . a£#gfc <fc OSSJgSftfcT

[0071] *£9iaflUMTiatt % flSkaM***

[0072] oita^m^otmtm&mi. zmtm

[0073] Z<7)®£. mtm&Z&ffiAb&ltfrl
SBftlc. &B

B
B£BK S£*JuI£ifc LTfc< CI bifiimX'

hh. ZtllzX*). &B
B
HOS?f£^R«fc:Bfijl:U JgB

B
B

*(v%%h]mwmmtfcb%i>.
[0074] *wn<o B̂m^wRV*v>wkim;X'

^mLxmss.^mmm^ m.^->mtm

[0075]
Hfc2]

[0076] m<0|^m^*ttlr*rsmBHRAOffi

a. (uv> mmnttmttextzti^x. m

[0077] «=. loS-^^ffi^^lO 0 m

tttt«t**<**». ffiBia*iliifc:toTJi»SL<
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coo78] *%fynm£Si^mw*<r)wmimx'

m&imi&commuic^-)^mm^\izx

ikzmTLxmi&gfoz&i'&t. mu^-tvmtm
i^ixx^mmsi^m^ikm^m^it^tL. m
m&ikttmit. sits- *r *- h 7/u?Sta

B
tffb-^

TZtitzmizmsm.TX'mmittf i xfiujftH-i»

[0079] ®mHm±mti&&ZmX?& ittCi

[0080] Z0)t$&. fl&EMMffl* . *<0iPjL6*<

7 ox:ajtrib 0 , -f-o^n^^rttA e *<-4 . OS
A e < 0 U -J-?>S#f$^2fttA n#0 . 10 0

ov±t%h£*>iz-thzttfimx'hz>. ztibnek
mwz-tztizx*). m& mm) jsgaus^>

too 8 1 ] mz. zne><v%£>B$i*mm±. *osa

m&ztthhnt-thzttfiimx-hh. ztuzx

-tw^comitzmswB:^.
[0082]

[0083] -®.&£6i&Wr>-Mm$.-

mh-n<n^mavxmi\, 2t. ztit>mwy
xg«c i . 2fatzmzti&®tija3 1mtxm^
tix^z.
[0084] --Hfffmfiy i ±fcn±. imm4

^LTffigc^a^mffii saw***., e^rnss^
a9«t3t:Sa8^0i^lfilK6a*^^gfi)t$^^Tfc ,).

SBM7XSffi2Jitc{i. #5-7 •f/H'-?. «SS
&8&tfEfiI16b#«<}tfSJi;SftTOS. -f-LT. ffi

B
a9l3^S^tSJ:5tcS|fi]K6a. 6 b#£#£irfr
6*lTtf?;i£Kl. 2#@56S*U &S«1. 2<m
fflfcHl5frf9. 1 0*^tttilS. B^mffi5«7*^x

m&it-n<7>mucr)Mzmvt>nz>ztt>s>&

mm. i ps*-ko«£) .

[0085] wCT-li. iiffraAi6£JBvvcjgJW3*

[0086] zmimmx-gMizm^ t>tiz>mj,Bm&
vumtmsixit ($m&+m masuB*m*\ tft
mm-^>VX^)WRktthif^^RAt. CF

mtm'7xg&B<ommi?fffi.i&izT < x^^tci

[0087] (^i <ommm) E2«. ^nisgstc

mx't>z. *mu. *4 >is-;u2 vzmmmsk
(«iJf . X V-X> KttS. mSA 3 0 Y - 3 6 3 )

CF£«fc&S#7Xg«2 2H03l^bj3S

^-V^j£-T&. fi^r0gU3 ltOS&^3 1 afc^3

[ 0 0 8 8 ] X A yis-/U2 1 ^-yHJItt 1 m
m, 3—fm±&mmimtmmt%&ii?iz¥&i

3t^2 3t<7)H^*0. 5mmfc55rSJ:dt:^-rS.

[0089] &tc, aftSfTffit J: 0 . ftJtf-ypHzmIXK^X-mxWS. 2 2 fcTF

[ 0 0 9 0 ] *7Xiffi2 2ffl^t,SSJ1«Sr-IS^WL

o^rti. CFS«i:^^7XSfi2 2A«OTrt83 2

(=?SoT. TFTgSfc^&*7XSlS*i«ffitg3 3t:

[0091] ^^t\ *mmaasMk. nttmniz

»>. )mmtLxm23x^LKm3m^wt:wm-

[0092] JtS^lTli. S23 (a) (C^Lfcid
tc>-Y>>—;H0 2t:«J:')^^->5r^-r&. &
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[00931 JfcKW2Tli. 023(b) fc^Lfci

a

>v-;H 0 2lcl^N-^-y?r}g^S. &,4k

j&fc*tftW«*-y!WS&S*i* (fi&OSfll 0 3#

[0094] *MT\i. ifo£3 1 afci|*j53 1 bfftfr*

?->mzh&tzib. W^9-y±<Ztk^.3 1 akM
3 1 baa&WiJBiA&h.'f . tt/t?-v£g&».X<f

>^*2 1(£S£K2 3fc:S&<>&Vi. C*U=«L
T, JMKRl. 2-Ctt. W9->±!lZtMib*&0tiL

2<0»/^->a«rffl<0>'-;MiStt2. 6mm. ^-f>-

. 1 0 2 Sr 2 W<ZWftLt&&)i'-M&\&2.0m
mT't)h . Ztliitii&k»&Vl±T < ZsoytflTIi

30HCO. 8mm8iSU |*Jjai2fcii#Rl o scoops

*<0. 5inraTiSItH, 02«jg
3tKl05(CO. 3mmS«r&. ff9KM20t^^-y
j£fc&Ttt. 5§aifiti0. 8mmfcPIfe*>£#.

iatSE5fcffi?l 0 5«9BM»(1 . 4ttlCl&P«fc#>. *4
y^-)uio2tmmio5<om^ t)\±A^<. o.

»f. >4y£^;l'lO2fc££KlO50>S&9£lt<

[0 0 95 J 4fc, t^fc^4^^^->±T'SLT
LT fc* 4 yS'-zUfc5i3KS<Oft5: 0**< "T£ t

M*$r-*\ 0 2fog«*^£tBftIlj*fr<&*fc

[0096] *0f&t*ttXWI 1 , 2<0»&£jjtK*/l'£

£*rtCR£&U:. *«*WL ^Wra^^tiS&fe.

^fy^-^l02<0«fk^ftfcJ:9«wA5*«»4L

[0097] OJbim) Ufe J: 3 fc. * 1 OHM90flS(c J:

stmmthz k A^Tfgfc .

[00 98]
iBl««IBEaB«IB5B«fco^TBWH-4.

[0099] (33B0II ) CFg&fc&
&xr5^3aR2 2»os«ajs<s«te)/aiaffl(c. -f-f*

AO'1TCoMy->--/U4 lfc:J:9B3fc:jirfid3:2ffi

K0O^-/i'M'^->'S^'f Vy-M 2fc£ 004

[OlOO]03<O2fflWO-C«. tt£4 3at:ft£4
3 b S-SS2 2±ri«SS*T l otOSS 0^4 3 L

404ffiffi ,)T'ti. J&.&4 4 ak»jS4 4 b £g«2 2

±fae?li:T I"?(0fi4r9tf4 4 fc LT^-;^^-

4 2#££-rs ± 3 t-r* . ttiwum i <^dttBn

[0101 ] E302ffi&9T"ti. UA4 3a2:Mjfi4

yy-;l'4 l«jt*&2 3tcfi3r*>=Grv\ H40
4ffi]R0T»i. 1&W-yl&£&X'*4yi'-fi'421fi

SHL-C5/-/KSii2. 0ram!:i:<m MjA4 4

ak«ljK44b«>»r0ffi44J:9U«<. ^^SS*^
— ^T'^S C i: yjtttfll^ ^i'-

;U4 2Jiii3fell2 3fc«44><rV».

[0102] 03^2ffiBX92a^04<O4®KO Srffl^

[0 1031 (^g^2) ^0«2<7)±SxeS:05(C
Srf. ZZT ( a ) *<S«2 2 a^tgB&TffiS. ( b )

*{Sfi2 2acoh7^A7r >--;lo6Sfk:fe{t*«PSBt

®@, (c)*<h7>'X7Tv-/W5:fifc*:LTSrrSiaS

[0 1 04 ] ££Ttt. WBAt—t . «*7
rA y*$ #/l4im<r)msi& i 9 urt-iVS P ) <n$m
tc I TOJRfclMMc J: WW*tt;F4 5 *ft

h7^7r>—;P2 4fc:{iSl<0lltefeS-Cfflv^

tCfiglt$it*3Kfi«^ -i y^-)V2 lWxtltKZ 1

[0 1051 r/USMSrffl^TTFTSKOQ^h
5 r 2 4 OJg^gtrmSi:^rSKItM

—tstxffo. $m-&mftni. w&.22mi)^^y^
-^21*«M»WfcS**3IUItHSS«L.
a. h5V*7T5^-A'24fc7^b/f-f H48«rffiV»

»Lfc. hBBt<03eftli3»«tte?-4 5Rl^^
mS4 6tcJ:S^1«<0^^fc<HrH^ (^012
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a) mfmmm^<n2/3 (%sm2B) izlk. -e

tuwwx i cmmmmtmmizLxmaa^f^^

tb. itWit LTS24T"*Lfc?SBBB^^IM5:^l?-t

a-TjyfLtzmm.mtt mm. m^yr^^

xy T is-iv 106Clwt %UXZ*th . ttifitttti

m ivmmmnftmm 1 1 mmztxm&m^'i^

[oio7] g^0i2A. 2B&vmmiz£mi'B$k

Tit. tw-ymm (s$ry§&io3) tvyyx
7 r is-fr 10 6 "WHWfifcJ:SSiA?^ L
fc. »2Btll hyyX7Ti'-)l>24lizm9IZ

iiSttHi^JSLT^SA*. RltK4 7tcJ:0^l-ll*{

i o i o 8 ] , ttRt&sfcrix* t ss-jmvm
ftim{£1-Z>%&tz£'J>(7>-7-i;>tff>ixlf. hyyx

7V-^24TK£UHJS?£^J£U -Sg?Jt03t*^«
^FJg^LT Yyyxyy v-)V2 4 SrlS<t^-ti-^> C: 1 1>

[0109] {&&m3)%mm3v\t. ^6^-r.t
v—/W^Sfl:fcJ: ,3S«2 2a. 22b5-fiS0

^•irti-tSS5 1 1 Ltitk, m&5 1 ®

mm 4r »/ h 5 2 SrfflV^^h^ltftcOftJftSS-tT

•5.

[01.103 £fUc**LT. JtlftHfcl/C. 02
tfc «t ?%m*omw%vmL 1 1 o Sr^-rs^itw

[oni] zti£mt$mmRVimmk fctsss 1

[0112] ^m3RV&mi££&mikm'i*ii'
zziimjmmit&uz. $mm3X'\±
tm£*iz&mxuiim.L%i>>^t.ztf. wmx-\m
w.x\,tf%&.Ltz. $mm3x-\imgi5
-f£fctf>. £&5 l^fT^^r^Clfc^T^S^. it

®0?x-(±£Sffico^r^i^rs7t46s« io 8<o+*y

[0113] (3S2<D5il&JBS) 07<±. *^6fe}g®t:

izmhm^i&zLx/fyxm^.nm'^TFrrm
Wffimx'$>&.

[oii4] *mx'U. *4 vi/-Mzmmmttm®
m (mSA 3 0 Y- 3 6 3/X y -tfy KitS/Sfl^
ilid:I^iST-2 5 0 0mJ/cm«) jj§T&

6 1tTFTSKt^|,^7XgS6 2t^aS0^

Wli. *7Xi«6 1 , 6 2<7)8fi0^^t;fr=Srd^

[0115] Xf7XS«i6 1 i<0Saa]JBl6 3 teusttdi

Bt^rt^ia^iMJi-^mjartlii: ZhmmirZ&tfLLt:.

[0116] &fcJtft<Ofc«>. 09fcr*rfJ: ft*

t«i:LTCFa<gi;^S^7XS«6 l±WiJ[S]l8S6 3

[0117] m\-tmmiKmz&E.*mT$:m>>\ m
7 iz^-tX olz. 3 0 0 n m*g|co3gjS^Sr (2B3tti L

y h 7 -f 6 4 1 5 0 0 n mtUtW*jS^Sr(l
ffgjfiL&v v& -y h 7 < /W* 6 5 imWmmiz&W L

[0 1 18] HI OtC^-tipC, M7<^Jfi'&t
fci&£<Djgj§¥tt3 1 3 nm8&hr-7-C5 0%. 3 6
5 nmS&tr-? T'9 0%T*$>S . %?m%m.it, 1 IS

£Jg'C'2 7 0 0mJ/cm*i:L7t*i
. BKStxy.TW*

7>y4fSrP^t ^^>. /N*77^rOg/hfiS57>T2 3 0

OmJ/cm', g^iigS7>T'3 1 0 0 m J/c m«T*

[0119] #?xmimLm.ftmt:iVmLtztf7xm
m*tl?-h.<vm&m :S:MfcLt:tZ?>. 3 1 3 nm»tS
tf-^T**7XS« (Sq^NASS/NHx^/^
XttlS/O. 7mmJl) *»8 4X. Sl4M (ffiq

Dn=SJA
LS-6 8 4/JSR^tS/^J18 0nm) #7 1%X'

h 0 . BAHfcJ: 0iS5$*^ 1 5 i:

[01 201 ^ ®zS*<0^-/h7^;^64. 655r
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